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Abstract 

 

Vanadium redox reactions have been considered as a key factor affecting the energy efficiency of the 

all-vanadium redox flow batteries (VRFBs). This redox reaction determines the reaction kinetics of 

whole cells. However, poor kinetic reversibility and catalytic activity towards of V2+/V3+ and 

VO2+/VO2
+ redox couples on commonly used carbon substrate limit broader applications of VRFBs. 

Consequently, modified carbon substrates have been extensively investigated to improve vanadium 

redox reactions. In this Focus Review, recent progress of metal- and carbon-based nanomaterials as an 

electrocatalyst for VRFBs is discussed in detail, not intending a comprehensive review on whole 

components of system. The focus is mainly placed on redox chemistry of vanadium ions at a surface of 

various metals, different dimensional carbons, nitrogen-doped carbon nanostructures, and metal carbon 

composites. 

Spatial separation of the electrolyte and electrode is the main characteristic of the redox flow battery 

technology that liberates them from constraints of overall energy content and energy/power ratio. The 

concept of flowing electrolyte not only present a cost-effective approach for large-scale energy storage, 

but recently being embraced to develop a wide range of new hybrid energy storage and conversion 

systems. The advent of flow based Li-ion, organic redox, metal-air, and photo-electrochemical batteries 

promise new opportunities for advancing the electrical energy storage technologies. In this review, we 

present a critical overview of recent progress in conventional aqueous redox flow batteries (RFBs) and 

next-generation RFB systems, highlighting the latest innovative alternative materials and chemistries. 

Finally, we outline their technical feasibility for use in long-term and large-scale electrical energy-

storage devices as well as the limitations that need to be overcome, providing an overview of future 

research direction in the field of RFBs. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction of flow batteries 

 

1.1 History 

With increasing demands for renewable energy resources (for example, solar and wind power), large-

scale electrical energy storage (EES) systems have been considered as the most promising candidates 

for peak-shaving and load-leveling for the grid-energy market.1, 2 The objective for the development of 

EES systems is rapid, efficient store and release of large amount of energy on demand. Currently, 

because of the high energy and power density, the use of lithium-ion batteries (LIB) is continuously 

growing in EES market for the electric vehicle and smart grid fields. These systems are constructed by 

connecting a number of small-sized LIB cells in series or parallel to create an EES system with the 

required power and energy. A recent review paper also noted that, currently, LIB technology is still the 

most mature practical energy-storage option because of its high volumetric energy density (600 to 650 

Wh l−1 for a typical cylindrical 18650 cell).3 Despite the high energy densities that have been achieved, 

current LIB technology has limitations arise from the Li intercalation mechanism that occurs in the 

limited interstitial space.4 In addition, large numbers of unit cells and battery packs that contain 

flammable organic electrolytes presents an explosion and/or fire perils that must be considered. In an 

alternative technology, redox flow batteries (RFB), the redox reaction usually occurs on the electrode 

surface without damaging internal structures, thus making it more suitable for long life cycles (>10,000 

cycles, 10 to 20 years).5 In addition, design flexibility is a powerful advantage of RFBs, which 

effectively decouple the energy (the volume of electrolyte in external tanks) and power output (the 

active area inside stacks) to meet the demands of end-users. In this context, the RFB technology is very 

attractive and potentially economically viable.  

Basically, RFBs can be classified into two main types based on the electrolyte used; that is aqueous 

or non-aqueous solutions. Conventionally, the RFB system stores redox-active materials and 

electrolytes in two external reservoirs. However, in the current state of development, a variety of flow 

batteries have evolved, leading to blurring of the traditional classification boundaries.6 For example, 

several flow batteries using lithium or zinc metal for the anode have only one external tank. More 

importantly, the concept of circulation electrolytes has been developed to successfully encompass 

several other energy storage and conversion systems such as metal-air or photochemical cells.7  
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To date, many aqueous redox couples have been developed; however, only sevaral RFBs based on 

all-vanadium, Fe/Cr, and Zn/Br couples have encountered commercialization barriers. Fe/Cr RFBs were 

invented at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Lewis Research Center in 1970s. This 

design uses ferric/ferrous (Fe2+/Fe3+) as the catholyte and chromic/chromous (Cr2+/Cr3+) as the anolyte 

in a halide solution and has a working voltage of 1.18 V. However, several critical issues, including 

poor electrochemical activities of the Cr2+/Cr3+ redox couples, hydrogen evolution, high working 

temperature (~65°C), and capacity decay by severe cross contamination, have hampered the practical 

use until now. RFBs using a Zn/Br couple were first demonstrated by Charles Bradley, and further 

developed by Lim et al and co-workers.8 In contrast with one-phase, all-liquid flow batteries, this system 

is a phase transition-based RFB concept, known as a two-phase hybrid system. Unfortunately, the 

degree of deposition on the zinc anode limits the overall capacity. Moreover, the use of toxic bromine 

and a poor cycle life resulting from formation of zinc dendrites have hindered commercialization of this 

RFB system.  
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1.2 Principle of flow battery and its types 

Basic principle 

A redox flow battery (RFB) is a kind of rechargeable battery that stores electrical energy in two 

soluble redox couples. The basic components of RFBs consist of electrodes, bipolar plates that prevent 

a direct contact between electrolyte and current collectors, membranes, and two external tanks. The 

negative electrolyte tank contains anodic redox-active materials dissolved in an electrolyte solution, 

referred to as “anolyte”, and the positive tank contains dissolved cathodic redox-active materials, 

referred to as “catholyte,” The total energy output depends on the volume of these tanks, which implies 

that high-solubility catholytes and anolytes are preferred to achieve the high volumetric energy densities. 

These electrolytes are continuously supplied in the stack, and the redox reactions occur on the surface 

of the electrode materials that provide redox-active sites. The oxidized and reduced redox couples on 

the electrode are accumulated in the external tanks, and charge balance ions penetrate through the 

membrane (Figure 1). The working principle is largely different from the intercalation mechanism of 

conventional lithium-ion batteries, thus resulting in minimum structural changes in the electrode and 

high stability. The size of the active area inside the stack determines the total power output, thus the 

areal power density is an important factor related to the capital cost. In addition, the value of Coulombic 

efficiency, voltage efficiency, and energy efficiency represents the performance of RFBs. Coulombic 

efficiency is the ratio of charge and discharge capacities, and voltage efficiency is the ratio of charge 

and discharge voltages. Energy efficiency is the product of Coulombic efficiency and voltage efficiency. 

 

 

Figure 1. Basic principle of conventional RFBs 
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Types 

Among various RFB components, stack cells are probably the most closely approaching commercial 

applicability, which are similar in configuration to conventional fuel cells. Generally, the main 

components of the stack cell are negative and positive electrodes, bipolar plates, current collectors, and 

membranes. The redox-active materials are supplied from external tanks and undergo redox reactions 

on the electrode surfaces. Carbon-based materials (i.e., carbon felts or carbon papers) are most widely 

used as the basic electrode to provide redox-active sites. The bipolar plates can be used to not only 

protect against direct contact between the electrolyte and metal current collectors, but also enable the 

series-construction for scale-up. Notably, there are two external reservoirs containing a cathode 

electrolyte and an anode electrolyte. The membrane, which is usually located at the center of the stack 

assembly, separates the two different electrolytes. In addition, the membrane selectively transfers charge 

carrier ions, thereby maintaining the charge balance in both the catholyte and the anolyte. Electrolyte 

circulation is a unique feature of flow batteries, which is realized through pumps connected to the stack 

and continuously supply electrolytes to the system. Most practical aqueous and non-aqueous RFBs 

based on metal or metal-ligand complex redox couples use the same stack design. Recently reported 

flow batteries, denoted as next-generation RFBs, break away from the traditional frameworks in their 

unique architectures and use of novel materials (Figure 2). Typical energy storage and conversion 

systems, such as LIBs, solar cells, metal-air cells, etc., are combining with flow batteries by using the 

concept of design flexibility.4, 9 

Notably, the use of an extendable storage vessel and flowable redox-active materials can be 

advantageous in terms of increased energy output and utilization. For Li-metal based RFBs, there is 

only one electrolyte tank with either a non-aqueous or aqueous catholyte, containing metal oxide, iodine, 

polysulfide, organic active materials.4 In some cases, ceramic separators are used to protect the Li metal 

from the aqueous catholyte.10 The concepts of pump-less or membrane-less RFBs have been reported. 

These concepts, which are still in the proof-of-concept stage, use magnetic-field-controlled transfer,11 

gravity-induced properties,12 or a laminar-flow electrochemical cell.13 More recently, photochemical 

RFBs, in which titanium or iron based photo-catalysts are employed, have been intensively studied to 

directly store generated solar energy.9 Two different configurations have been studied for these RFBs. 

One example is that the photochemical cell and the RFB is physically connected by an external 

electrolyte circuit.14, 15 In this case, the photo-charged redox-active materials are moved into RFBs for 

electrochemical discharge. The other configuration is a single-stack design in which the photo-charge 

cell and the electrochemical part are co-located.16 These metal-air batteries are considered to be 

promising and environmental friendly EES system that also can be combined with flow systems.17, 18 

These systems have only one electrolyte tank in the negative electrode side for electrolyte circulation, 

while the other side uses oxygen from the air. In this case, the concept of a flowing electrolyte can 
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mitigate metal dendrite growth and other side reactions.  

RFBs using various energy storage and conversion mechanisms have created synergistic effects to 

increase electrochemical performance and reduce capital costs. For the purpose of storing energy by 

simply holding redox-active materials in an external reservoir, the flow battery concept addresses the 

limitations of traditional static-type energy devices through the spatial separation of electrolyte and 

electrode, which are often packaged in the same compartment in static electrode batteries, therefore 

subject to space constraints.  

 

 

Figure 2. Timeline of recent key developments in the area of flow battery systems. Recent advances 

presented in each box were categorized as follows: aqueous, hybrid aqueous/non-aqueous, and non-

aqueous systems. 
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1.3 Materials for conventional vanadium redox flow batteries (VRFBs) 

Currently, the most widely studied aqueous RFBs are the all-vanadium system (VRFB) developed 

by Maria et al. in 1980s.19 This system employs vanadium in four different oxidation states of V2+/V3+ 

for the anolyte and VO2+/VO2
+ for catholyte based on sulfuric acid, thus mitigating capacity decay 

resulting from cross contamination and yielding high efficiency.20 When each electrolyte is mixed, the 

initial oxidation states of vanadium can be recovered via a “rebalance” process. For more practical use, 

intensive efforts have focused on increasing the volumetric energy density of VRFBs, which is related 

to saturation and solubility limits of vanadium ions in the supporting electrolyte. The properties of 

vanadium electrolytes can be affected by operating temperature, state-of-charge, and compositions.21 In 

terms of stability, VO2
+ ions with yellow-colored dioxovanadium are readily precipitated in the form of 

solid V2O5 at elevated temperatures (>40°C).22 Thus, a variety of modifications of vanadium species 

using organic and inorganic additives and a mixed acid electrolyte have been developed to prevent the 

precipitation of VO2
+ ions and enhance cycling stability.23-26 Although much effort has focused on 

developing VRFB technologies, some limitations, such as the scarcity of vanadium, the low energy 

density (~25 Wh l−1), and the high cost of the ion-exchange membrane still exist, thus delaying or 

preventing widespread commercialization of the technology. 

VRFBs uses the same vanadium ions at positive and negative electrolyte with different oxidation 

states. This system can minimize the cross-contamination due to the use of same vanadium elements.27 

The vanadium redox reaction is related to V2+/V3+ and VO2+/VO2
+ redox couples, respectively, as 

follows.28 

 

Positive electrode:   

VO2
+ + 2H+ + e−  ⇋  VO2+ + H2O                    E0 = 1.0 V vs. SHE (1) 

Negative electrode:  

V2+  ⇋  V3+ + e−                                    E0 = −0.26 V vs. SHE (2) 

Overall reaction:  

VO2
+ + V2+ + 2H+  ⇋  VO2+ + V3+ + H2O                 E0 = 1.26 V vs. SHE (3) 
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Figure 3. Schematic of the (a) discharge and (b) charge process of VRFB system comprised of two 

main electrolyte tanks, electrodes materials separated by the membrane. 

 

The vanadium redox reaction occurs on the surface of electrode material providing redox active sites, 

and these electrodes do not undergo structural change during charge and discharge process (Figure 3).29, 

30 The electron transfer rate and mass transport property determine the redox reactions on the surface of 

the carbon materials.31 Carbon electrodes such as graphite felt, carbon felt, or carbon paper are 

commonly used and have high electrical conductivity and stability acidic vanadium electrolytes.24, 32-38 

The basic properties of several carbon felt electrodes have been systemically investigated for their 

catalytic activities.39 However, these materials intrinsically have low electrochemical activity, poor 

kinetic reversibility, and a small amount of surface functional groups.40 Thus, many researchers have 

studied a wide range of surface modifications of carbon substrates to improve the electrocatalytic 

activity towards vanadium redox couples.27  

Among these reactions, vanadium redox reactions in VRFBs have been the most widely studied with 

the goal of increasing electrochemical performance.21, 41 In general, because of their excellent chemical 
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stability in concentrated-acidic conditions and their high electrical conductivity, carbon-based 

electrodes such as carbon felts and carbon papers have been widely used to provide redox-active sites.42 

However, low electrochemical activity, poor kinetic reversibility of carbon substrates, and undesired 

water electrolysis from increased overpotentials impede the vanadium redox reactions.29, 43 Intensive 

efforts have focused on overcoming these issues. These efforts have included performing a variety of 

surface treatments (e.g., electrochemical oxidation, hydrothermal carbonization, thermal activation, 

acid treatment, and corona discharge) and coating or depositing electro-catalysts onto the surface of 

electrodes (see Figure 4a).35, 40, 44-52  These surface-modifications can enhance the electrochemical 

activity and wettability of carbon-based electrodes. The main factors that improve catalytic activities 

are related to increasing the number of active sites and the electron conductivity. Given this background, 

a number of electro-catalysts for VRFBs have been reported. These materials are categorized into two 

major areas: 1) metal-based53-55 and 2) carbon-based catalysts (Figure 4b-g).56, 57 A variety of metal- and 

carbon-based nanomaterials have been developed as an electrocatalyst for VRFBs. Recently, many 

review papers providing excellent summaries of reported electro-catalysts for VRFB electrode materials 

have been published.42, 43, 58  

The membrane or separator plays a key role in the RFBs by preventing cross contamination between 

the catholyte and anolyte and selectively allowing transport of charge carrier ions. The membranes for 

early RFBs used the perfluorosulfonated cation exchange membrane, Nafion,® which is originated from 

PEMFC technology.59 Since then, most RFBs have adopted membranes from other technologies such 

as fuel cells, water treatment systems, and water electrolysis. Most recent studies of flow battery 

membranes have been relevant to VRFBs where the number of papers published significantly increased 

after 2010. Research trends for ion-exchange membranes (IEMs) based on perfluorinated, 

perfluorinated with organic and inorganic resins, and non-fluorinated materials have been summarized 

in many review papers.60-62 These reviews emphasized the importance of developing non-fluorinated 

IEMs because of the high cost and low selectivity associated with perfluorinated IEMs. Thus, non-

fluorinated IEMs, such as sulfonated poly(arylenethioether ketone ketone), sulfonated poly(ether ether 

ketone), and sulfonated Diels-Alder poly(phenylene), etc., have been studied widely.41 However, these 

IEMs still provide low ion conductivity with low mechanical strength and chemical stability.62 To 

overcome these problems, various inorganic materials, such as ZrO2,63 SiO2,64 Al2O3,65 TiO2,66 MoS2,67 

carbon nanotube,68 and graphene,69-71 etc., are employed as fillers to improve chemical stability and 

reduce the vanadium permeability, and thus long-term stability.  

Alternatively, various porous polymer separators have been used to effectively separate the redox-

active ions by pore size exclusion. This concept is widely used in commercial LIBs.59 Initially, 

polyacrylonitrile (PAN) nanofiltration and polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) ultrafiltration membranes 

provided the possibility of porous separators in VRFBs (Figure 4h).72, 73 Researchers now, in efforts to 
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find low cost and high ionic conductive porous separators to promote market penetration of VRFBs, are 

reporting a variety of promising separators such as a nanoporous polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)/silica 

composite.59 Although these porous separators showed a good capacity retention during charge and 

discharge cycle, the columbic efficiency of ~95% at a current density of 40 mA cm−2 is still needed to 

be improved, which is too small compared to the standard of commercialized LIBs (>99.5%). Recently, 

significant progress has been made using porous polybenzimidazole (PBI) separators that demonstrate 

ultra-high selectivity and chemical stability (Figure 4i)74-77. The VRFBs with this separator showed a 

Coulombic efficiency of >99.5% at current densities ranging from 40 to 120 mA cm−2, which is 

attributed to an amphoteric characteristic of porous backbones with positively charged imidazole ring 

repelling vanadium redox ions.74, 77 Notably, a zeolite flake-coated porous separator, poly(ether sulfone) 

(PES), also achieved high Columbic and energy efficiency values of 98.63% and 91.41%, respectively, 

at a current density of 80 mAcm−2. The pore size of the zeolite (ca.0.5 nm) successfully separates the 

hydrated vanadium ion with a size of >0.6 nm, thus allowing protons with a size of <0.24 nm to pass 

through (Figure 4j).78 The latest development of a porous membrane consisting of the first-generation 

polymer having an intrinsic microporosity (PIM-1) and PAN composites showed an unprecedentedly 

high energy efficiency of ~98.7% at 1 mAcm−2, implying that nearly no vanadium ion crossover 

occurred (Figure 4k).79  
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Figure 4. Strategies used to increase the catalytic activity of electrodes and various porous 

membranes. a. Pristine carbon felt with clean surface, and its pre-treatments methods. b-d. Various 

morphologies of metal-based electro-catalysts. e-g. Various morphologies of carbon-based electro-

catalysts. h-k. Use of various porous membranes. 
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1.4 Next-generation flow batteries 

Recently, many more research efforts have focused on RFBs, and there has been a tremendous 

increase in the number of publications, especially those reporting novel redox couples and systems.80 

Conventional metal- or inorganic-based aqueous RFBs have successfully demonstrated reliable 

electrochemical performance and have undergone large-scale field-testing at the commercial level.21, 30 

However, it has been recognized that protic systems have several intrinsic disadvantages such as low 

energy density (~50 Wh l−1), low operation potential (<2 V), or water electrolysis side reactions.4 To 

overcome these disadvantages, a growing number of efforts have focused on developing novel systems 

to increase energy density and operating voltage. This phenomenon, known as the “Renaissance of the 

RFBs80,” is very similar to the interest in fuel-cell technologies in the early 2000s. Over the past 15 

years, a variety of fuel cells based on alkaline (AFC), polymeric-electrolyte-membrane (PEMFC), solid-

oxide (SOFC), molten-carbonate (MCFC), etc. have been developed and studied in an attempt to 

penetrate the marketplace.81 However, the technology has not been commercially successful because 

the lack of appropriate materials (e.g., an alternative catalyst and membrane) and/or a hydrogen 

infrastructure. The current state of development of RFB technologies is very similar in terms of material 

and system development. Most studies have competitively reported unique catalysts, membranes, redox 

couples, and hybrid systems.42, 61, 62, 82 Yet, in terms of fundamental aspects, such as scalability and long-

term stability, several RFB approaches have been found to be deficient for large-scale EES systems and 

are considered to be still in the nascent stage.  

The limitation of metal ion-based aqueous RFBs encourages researchers to refocus on non-aqueous 

or all-organic flow battery technologies (Figure 5).83 In this field, a variety of novel redox couples or 

design concepts such as organic compounds, polysulfide, iodine, or semi-solid active materials have 

been extensively developed for new RFBs. Out of them, organic electrode materials have long been 

studied in various battery fields because of their structural diversity and tunable electrochemical 

properties.84 This is especially true in LIB-related fields where reaction mechanisms and the material 

properties of organic compounds have already been accumulated.85-87 Considering conventional 

electrode preparation for LIBs, these kinds of electrode materials are mixed with large amounts of 

conductive agents as slurry and coated onto metal current collectors.88, 89 However, progress in the 

development of organic-material-based batteries has been slow because of their low electrical 

conductivity and dissolution problems in organic electrolytes. In contrast, the highly soluble property 

of organic active materials has been pursued to achieve high volumetric energy densities. Accordingly, 

the reported organic electrode materials have high potential for use as organic redox-active species.  

Li-organic RFBs have recently attracted much interest as cost-effective devices. The aforementioned 

flow batteries based on heavy metals, metal complexes, or toxic halogens have their own limitations, 
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particularly the solubility and availability of redox couples, for wide spread large-scale EES systems. 

The use of organic redox-active materials can offer a wide choice of redox couples by tuning the 

solubility and operating voltage for new-generation flow battery and also discuss their limitations. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Lithium-based flow batteries. a. Schematic of semi-solid flow battery with solid suspension 

dispersed in organic electrolytes. b. Schematic of hybrid Li-metal based flow battery, where ceramic 

separator divided the organic and aqueous electrolytes. 

 

Chapter 1 was reproduced from Park M., Ryu J., Wang W., Cho J. Material design and engineering of 

next-generation flow-battery technologies. Nature Reviews Materials, 2, 16080 (2016) and Park M., 

Ryu J., Cho J. Nanostructured Electrocatalysts for All-Vanadium Redox Flow Batteries. Chem. Asian 

J., 10, 2096-2110 (2015)   
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1.5 Scope and organization of this dissertation 

The objective of this dissertation is the study of carbon-based electrocatalysts materials for VRFBs 

and the design of novel flow batteries.  

The chapters are categorized as follows: 

Chapter 2 reveals the synergistic effect of carbon nanotube and nanofiber composite towards vanadium 

redox reactions. 

Chapter 3 reports the bio-derived nitrogen doped carbon nanoparticles for VRFBs. This material was 

synthesized by a corn-protein self-assembly method.  

Chapter 4 explored the effective location of vanadium redox reaction in graphene-based materials. The 

activity of edge-functionalized graphene nanoplatelets and reduced graphene oxide was 

compared.  

Chapter 5 investigates the catalytic effect of halogenated graphene nanoplatelets for VRFBs, providing 

insight into the mechanism of vanadium redox reactions by fluorine, bromine and chlorine 

doped graphene-based materials. 

Chapter 6 reports the tube-type, flexible lithium-organic flow batteries, providing the structural 

dependent electrochemical properties. 

Chapter 7 addresses the challenge of flow battery technologies  
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Chapter 2 

 

Synergistic effect of carbon nanotube/nanofiber catalyst for VRFBs 

 

 

 

Carbon nanofiber and nanotube composite (CNF/CNT) grown on carbon felt (CF) via the thermal 

decomposition of acetylene gas onto Ni nanoparticles was studied as an electrode material in a 

vanadium redox flow battery. The electrode with the composite catalyst prepared at 700°C demonstrates 

the highest electrocatalytic properties toward the V2+/V3 and VO2+/VO2
+ redox couples among the 

samples prepared at 500, 600, 700, and 800°C. Moreover, this composite electrode in the full cell 

exhibits substantially improved discharge capacity and energy efficiency by ~64 % and by ~ 25% at 40 

mA cm−2 and 100 mA cm−2 respectively, compared to untreated CF electrode. This outstanding 

performance is due to the enhanced surface defect sites of exposed edge plane in CNF and a fast electron 

transfer rate of in-plane side wall of CNT. 

 

This chapter has been published. 

Reproduced with permission from Park M., Jung Y. J., Kim J., Lee H., Cho J. Synergistic effect of 

carbon nanofiber/nanotube composite catalyst on carbon felt electrode for high-performance all-

vanadium redox flow battery. Nano Lett., 13, 4833-4839 (2013). Copyright 2013. American Chemical 

Society. 
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2.1 Introduction 

The carbon-based electrodes provide active sites for vanadium redox reaction on the surface of 

electrodes, in which the reaction kinetics and the efficiency of whole cell are determined.90 However, 

their poor kinetic reversibility and electrochemical activity limits the wide uses. The complex positive 

redox reaction is related to the rearrangement of the coordination structures of the VO2+/VO2
+ redox 

couple.31 The electrode modification methods and alternative materials have been intensively 

investigated to address the related issues and to increase electrocatalytic activity of electrodes.91 The 

modification methods can be divided into two categories of metal-based (precious metals54, 92-96 and 

metal oxides53, 97) and carbon-based materials31, 40, 90, 98-104. The noble metal-based catalysts showed 

higher catalytic activity, but they are expensive and susceptible to hydrogen evolution.54 Thus, the many 

studies are focusing on the carbon-based materials for developing the effective electrode materials with 

reasonable cost and stability in concentrated acidic condition.31, 105 

1-dimensional (1D) carbon nanomaterials have widely been studied as electrocatalysts for VRFBs to 

improve the battery performance. The class of 1D carbon nanomaterials can be divided into carbon 

nanofibers (CNFs) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs), in which the configuration of the underlying graphene 

planes created by the alignment of carbon atoms is the distinct difference.106 The wall of CNFs have 

unique structure, in which graphene layers are tilted along the fiber axis. These exposed edge planes 

towards exterior surface provide the active sites for ionic adsorption and chemical bonding with the 

redox species.107 In contrast, the structure of the CNTs are concentric cylinders with lateral graphene 

sheet consisted of relatively inert basal planes. The CNTs has unique properties, such as high electric 

conductivity and chemical stability in acid and bases.108 Accordingly, the simultaneous use of both 

CNTs and CNFs can provide the improved electrocatalytic performance of the VRFBs. The use of the 

CNT/CNF composite with the advantage of both sides as an electrocatalyst has not been studied in 

VRFBs.  

Here, a CNF/CNT composite catalyst on the carbon felt surface for high performance VRFB is 

developed. This composite catalyst can promote the electron transfer and mass transport kinetics, 

showing improved energy efficiency at a high current rate by lowering the overpotential.  
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2.2 Experimental detail 

Synthesis of CNF/CNT catalyst: A commercial carbon felt (PAN CF-20-3, Nippon carbon) was used 

as an electrode. A carbon felt (CF) was washed by sonication for 20 min in acetone and dried for 4 h at 

100°C in oven. The CF was immersed in 1 wt% Ni(NO3)2 dissolved in 60 mL acetone, then dried for 3 

h at 100°C. The CF deposited with nickel nanoparticles were calcined in an argon gas and subsequently 

reduced in a mixture of hydrogen and 10 % H2/balance argon gas for 3 h at 600°C. The nickel 

impregnated CFs were placed in a furnace under argon gas (0.5 L min−1), and heated to 500, 600, 700 

and 800°C (5 °C min−1), respectively. Acetylene gas (9.94 % C2H2/balance Ar gas) was supplied to grow 

the CNF/CNT for 10 min. The prepared CNF/CNT-T was washed in concentrated hydrochloric acid for 

2 h to introduce surface oxygen functionalities and to remove impurities. After additional washing in 

distilled water, the samples were dried at 100°C in air for 12 h. 

Electrochemical test: The cyclic voltammetry (CV) were carried out using a three electrode cell. The 

carbon felt as working electrode with a diameter of 6 mm was connected to platinum wire. Ag/AgCl as 

a reference electrode and Pt mesh as a counter electrode was used in 0.1 M VOSO4 (Aldrich, 99.5%) 

with 3 M H2SO4 solution (Aldrich, 98%) at different scan rate range from 1 to 10 mV s−1. A flow cell 

was assembled for electrochemical test (see Figure 6). Electrolytes were prepared by dissolving 2 M 

VOSO4 in 3 M H2SO4 solution. The CF electrode with an area of 5 cm2 was used as positive and negative 

electrodes. Nafion117 was used and graphite-based bipolar plate was placed between electrode and 

copper current collectors. The test cell was charged and discharged ranged from 1.6 to 0.8 V with a 

current density of 40 to 100 mA cm−2. 
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Figure 6. VRFB system including a single stack cell (composed of the CF electrodes, a 

membrane, bipolar plates, and current collectors), two electrolyte tanks, and peristaltic pump. 
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2.3 Results and discussion 

The CNF/CNT was synthesized on carbon felt (CF) electrode by acetylene gas at different 

temperatures ranged from 500°C to 800°C (hereafter referred to as CNF/CNT-T). Figure 7a shows the 

SEM image of smooth CF surface. Ni nanoparticles with diameters ranged from 10 to 80 nm was 

embedded onto the surface of CF (Figure 8a and b). The Ni nanoparticles were uniformly distributed 

on the CF, as shown in EDXS (see Figure 8c). The CNF/CNT was densely grown on the CF surface by 

well-dispersed Ni nanoparticles (Figure 7b). Growing CNF/CNT on Ni metal is beneficial for its 

adhesion to carbon felt surface. Although the microstructure of 1D carbon materials is directly related 

to the size metal seed, it can be controlled by the preparation temperature.109 Thus, we carefully 

controlled the growth temperature to obtain the co-existed CNF/CNT composite. As shown in Figure 

7b, we synthesized interconnected CNF/CNTs with diameters ranged from 10 to 80 nm on the CF 

surface. The CNF/CNT-700 showed a high aspect ratio with a length of sub-micrometers and diameter 

of sub-nanometers (Figure 7c). Notably, the co-existence of CNF and CNT was observed in a magnified 

image from rectangles in Figure 7c. Figure 7d revealed the typical cup-stack like CNF and the multi-

walled CNT with d-spacing of ~0.32 nm. The exposed graphitic edge sites can act as active sites for 

vanadium ions. In contrast, other samples showed different carbon structures (Figure 9). The 

CNF/CNT-500 showed that carbon nanofibers consisted of turbostratic structure with low crystallinity 

(Figure 9a). The CNF/CNT-800 showed collapsed CNF with crystalized graphitic wall (see Figure 9b).  
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Figure 7. Upper: Schematic of the synthesis process for CNF/CNT grown CF. Lower: SEM images of 

the (a) untreated CF, (b) CNF/CNT grown CF prepared at 700 °C. HR-TEM images of (c) the CNF/CNT 

composite detached from the CNF/CNT-700 with magnified image from rectangle in (c), showing the 

orientation of side walls in the CNF and CNT, and (d) the co-existence structure of CNF and CNT in 

the CNF/CNT-700 sample.  
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Figure 8. (a) SEM image of Ni nanoparticles on the CF surface, (b) XRD patterns of the untreated and 

nickel impregnated CF electrodes, and (c) The SEM image of nickel impregnated CF electrode and its 

EDXS mapping showing carbon and nickel elements. 

 

 

Figure 9. HR-TEM images of the detached carbon nanofibers from the carbon felt after C2H2 treatment 

at (a) 500 °C and (b) 800 °C 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 
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To investigate the chemical structure, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was 

performed (for full range spectra, see Figure 10). The C1s spectrum was de-convoluted into five peaks 

according to the binding energies of ~289.8, ~288.3, ~286.4, ~285.1 and ~284.2 eV, corresponding to 

COO-, C=O, C-O, C-C and C=C (Figure 11).102 The shapes of these peaks were significantly changed 

as the growth temperature increased. This implied that the different carbon configuration was formed 

in each sample. From 500°C to 700°C, the sp2 hybridized carbon peak at ~284.2 eV became dominant, 

showing the increase of C=C bond in the CNF/CNT-T samples. In contrast, the contents of sp3 carbon 

largely decreased because of sufficient energy for forming sp2 carbon by decomposing acetylene gas.110 

The content of graphitic carbon (sp2) was the highest at the CNT/CNF-700. The O1s spectra was also 

de-convoluted into four peaks according to the binding energies of ~530.6, ~531.8, ~532.9 and ~534 

eV, corresponding to C=O, C-OH, C-C=O and carbonates (Figure 11).111 The contents of C=O 

functional group gradually increased as the growth temperature increased (Figure 11).  

 

 

Figure 10. XPS analysis of the CNF/CNT-T samples. 
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Figure 11. XPS spectra of the untreated CF and CNF/CNT-T smaples. (a) High-resolution spectra of 

C1s a O1s peaks. (b) Chemical composition ratio of each functional group from curve fitting of C1s 

and O1s XPS spectra. 
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To investigate the electrochemical properties of CNF/CNT-T, cyclic voltammetry (CV) tests were 

carries out towards the V2+/V3+ and VO2+/VO2
+ redox couples. As shown in Figure 12a, the anodic and 

cathodic peaks related to the V2+/V3+ appeared at -0.2 to -0.3 V and -0.8 to -0.9 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). The 

CNF/CNT-T exhibited pronounced redox peaks compared to the pristine CF, implying that the poor 

performance of the V2+/V3+ reduction reaction in negative half-cell was improved by suppressing H2 

evolution reaction. Figure 12b shows the CV curves corresponding to VO2+/VO2
+ redox couples. The 

onset potentials of both redox peaks showed negative shift to 1.02 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) at the anodic 

reaction corresponding to VO2+  VO2
+. Similarly, the onset potential in the cathodic reaction 

associated with VO2
+  VO2+ process showed positive shift to 0.89 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). The improved 

onset potentials for both anodic and cathodic process are favorable for electron transfer and beneficial 

for increasing energy storage efficiency by lowering overpotentials. This suggests that the vanadium 

redox reaction can occur more easily on the CNT/CNT-T electrode than untreated one.54 The anodic 

and cathodic peak current density for positive redox couple reaction in CNF/CNT-700 electrode 

compared with untreated one was significantly increased to ipa = 87.96 and ipc = -74.17 mA cm-2, 

suggesting the electron transfer kinetics for positive redox couple (VO2+/VO2
+) reaction was greatly 

enhanced on CNF/CNT-700 electrode. Furthermore, the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

analysis agrees with the results from CV. The catalytic activity of CNF/CNT-700 in terms of redox peak 

current density and onset potential shows best performance.  

The reversibility of redox reaction on the electrode surface can be obtained by calculating the ratio 

of the peak current density (Ipa/Ipc) and the oxidation and reduction peak potential separation (ΔE= Vpa 

- Vpc).90 Among the samples, the value of the Ipa/Ipc on CNF/CNT-700 at positive electrode was the 

lowest one indicating that it was close to the value in reversible redox reaction.90 Figure 12c displays 

the cyclic voltammogram of VO2+/VO2
+ redox couples in the CNF/CNT-700 electrode under different 

scan rate (CV curves of CNF/CNT-T electrode at other temperatures are also shown in Figure 13), in 

which the value of the Ipa/Ipc was almost constant throughout whole scan rate range due to the increased 

electron transfer properties at graphene plane of 1D carbon materials. Furthermore, the peak potential 

separation associated with polarization was decreased at 136 from 370 mV, resulting in enhanced 

reversibility for vanadium redox couples. All of these electrochemical parameters were summarized at 

Table 1. 

Mass transfer properties can be estimated by plotting the peak current density vs. the square root of 

the scan rate from the Randles-Sevcik equation.54, 112 As shown in Figure 12d, the oxidation and 

reduction peak current density of the positive redox couple on as-prepared electrodes are nearly 

proportional to the square root of the scan rate, implying that a diffusion process controls the redox 

reaction behavior of VO2+/VO2
+ on the electrode. The slope of as-prepared electrode was larger than 

that of untreated CF electrode, suggesting a faster mass transfer process on the surface of CNF/CNT-T. 
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Moreover, the slope of CNF/CNT-700 electrode was increased about 1.65 and 2.86 times higher 

compared with the untreated CF both anodic and cathodic processes, respectively. The relatively higher 

mass transfer rate of CNF/CNT-700 electrode might be ascribed to its abundant exposed carbon edge 

atom as active sites for vanadium ions adsorption. From the above results, the higher catalytic activity 

of the vanadium redox couple reaction on CNF/CNT-T electrode could be attributed to both improved 

electron transfer kinetics and fast mass transfer rate. The enhanced mass transfer reaction was probably 

owing to the outer edge sites of CNF/CNT composite. As for electron transfer rate, the lower electron 

transfer resistance of as-prepared electrodes could be partially contributed to the conductivity of the 

well-developed graphene wall of CNF/CNT. This phenomenon is believed to be originated from the 

balance between the electrochemical activity at edge sites of CNF and electrical conductivity of CNT. 
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Figure 12. Cyclic voltammograms with untreated CF and CNF/CNT-T electrodes prepared at different 

temperatures (a) V2+/V3+ redox couple, and (b) VO2+/VO2
+ redox couples in 0.1 M VOSO4 + 2 M H2SO4 

electrolyte at the scan rate of 5mV s-1, respectively, and (c) CNFCNT-700 electrode in 0.1 M VOSO4 + 

2 M H2SO4 electrolyte solution at different scan rate. (d) plot of peak current density vs. square root of 

scan rate for VO2+/VO2
+ redox couples. 
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Figure 13. Cyclic voltammetry curves on the untreated CF and CNF/CNT-T electrode in 0.1 M VOSO4 

+ 2 M H2SO4 electrolyte solution at different scan rate. (a) untreated CF, (b) T=500 °C, (c) T=600 °C, 

and (d) T=800 °C. 
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Table 1. Electrochemical properties obtained from cyclic voltammetry results for untreated and 

CNF/CNT-T electrode at scan rate of 5mV s-1. (*pa : anodic current peak, pc : cathodic current peak) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Electrode 
Negative half-cell  Positive half-cell 

Ipa(mA) Ipc(mA) Vpa(V) Vpc(V) Ipa/Ipc ΔE(mV)  Ipa(mA) Ipc(mA) Vpa(V) Vpc(V) Ipa/Ipc ΔE(mV) 

Untreated 
CF 

- - - - - - 
 

59.53 -32.10 1.13 0.75 1.85 375.00 

CNF/CNT-
500 

46.67 -78.17 -0.18 -0.88 0.6 702.56 
 

66.00 -52.21 1.07 0.83 1.26 246.61 

CNF/CNT-
600 

49.61 -72.79 -0.17 -0.9 0.68 725.86 
 

79.32 -65.29 1.03 0.88 1.21 152.01 

CNF/CNT-
700 

53.37 -80.35 -0.22 -0.83 0.66 615.07 
 

87.96 -74.17 1.02 0.89 1.19 136.12 

CNF/CNT-
800 

32.65 -72.79 -0.22 -0.9 0.45 682.2 
 

67.40 -52.91 1.04 0.86 1.27 186.58 
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The electrochemical performance of CNF/CNT-T electrodes was evaluated by the charge-discharge 

experiments in VRFB flow-type single cell having an electrode area of 5cm2. All flow cells were 

fabricated identically with Nafion 117 as membrane separator, graphite bipolar plate and cupper current 

collector, in which 20 mL of 2 M V(III) + 3 M H2SO4
 and V(IV) + 3 M H2SO4 solution were pumped 

into the positive and negative electrode. The operating voltage was fixed at 0.8 to 1.6 V to avoid side 

reaction such as O2 and H2 evolution.54 Figure 14a shows the voltage profiles of the untreated and 

CNF/CNT-700 samples between 0.8 and 1.6 V at a current rate of 40 mA·cm-2 during the first cycle, 

showing that remarkably decreased overpotential about 109 and 138 mV in both charge and discharge 

processes, which could be ascribed to the effect of CNF/CNT composite having large active sites for 

vanadium redox species and high conductivity for electrons transfer resulting in lower charge and higher 

discharge voltage. For given condition, the cell employing CNF/CNT-700 catalyst exhibited higher 

capacity of 24.1 Ah·L-1 at first cycle than that of the untreated one showing a quickly decrease of 

capacity less than 15 Ah·L-1. The increased capacity around 64 % of CNF/CNT-700 sample at the 

cycling test could be attributed to large active sites and improved mass transfer rate as a result of 

CNF/CNT coating on the CF surface.  

To investigate the charge-discharge rate capability and capacity recovery, the cells were charged to 

1.6 V at a rate of 40 to 100 mA cm-2 then discharged to 0.8 V at the same rate. As shown in Figure 14b, 

as increasing the current density, the capacity decreases are observed at all samples, which is usually 

caused by larger charge/discharge overpotential at a fast current rate.54 The CNF/CNT-700 electrode 

showed higher rate performance at 100 mA cm-2 than untreated one. However, the rate capability of 

other samples demonstrated not as good as that of grown at 700 °C, which might be caused by small 

amount of active sites for vanadium ions. Capacity recovery test at 40mA·cm-2 rate after 100 mA·cm-2 

cycling was investigated for the untreated and CNF/CNT-T electrode. The capacity was gradually 

decreased at untreated one due to electrolyte decomposition at the higher charge/discharge overpotential, 

whereas almost 100 % of initial capacity was retained at CNF/CNT-700 sample, demonstrating high 

resistance to strong acid. These outstanding properties indicated that the CNF/CNT composite have 

been successfully maintained on the carbon felt surface after 30 cycling, allowing for higher discharge 

rate capability and capacity retention. The coulomb efficiency (CE), voltage efficiency (VE), and energy 

efficiency (EE) value of CNF/CNT-700 showed the best performance among the samples under current 

density range from 40 to 100 mA cm-2 (see Figure 15). 
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Figure 14. Electrochemical performance of VRFB employing CNF/CNT-T electrodes in flow-type 

single cell at room temperature: (a) Charge-discharge voltage profiles of untreated and as-prepared 

electrode at 40 mA·cm-2. (b) Rate performance with increasing current rate from 40 to 100 mA·cm-2.  

 

 

 

Figure 15. (a) CE and VE, and (b) EE value as a function of cycle number at different current rate. 
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To elucidate the mechanism of vanadium redox reaction on the CNF/CNT-T electrodes, the 

electrocatalytic activities of as-prepared samples at different temperatures have been investigated. As 

depicted in XPS analysis, the increase in carbon content is accompanied by a decline in oxygen content. 

It is note, however, that the decreased oxygen content with the temperature does not lead to a 

commensurate drop in redox reaction and cell performance. To confirm the effect of oxygen contents 

in detail, similar experiments have been carried out with fully oxidized carbon felt (OCF) electrode 

thermally activated in air at 500 °C for 5 h. The experimental results between OCF and CNF/CNT-700 

samples in VRFB system are described. As shown in Figure 16, the ratio of oxygen atomic content 

highly increased to 0.22 compared with untreated one. In addition, the value of O/C content ratio on 

OCF was almost tripled to CNF/CNT-700 electrode, implying that increased oxygen atom could be 

expected to positively influence on redox reaction. However, the overall cell performance on OCF 

electrode was not greatly improved (Figure 17), suggesting that the vanadium redox reaction is not 

dependent on the total amount of incorporated oxygen but more on how the oxygen is incorporated into 

carbon nanostructures.  

Indeed, catalytic activities for vanadium redox couple was proportional to the contents of C=O and 

C-OH functional groups, providing active sites for adsorption of active materials. Although these 

oxygen functional groups were substantially increased in CNF/CNT-800 samples, the poor 

electrochemical performance was observed in the CV and flow cell test, probably due to collapsed 

graphene side wall at increased injection temperature of acetylene. Moreover, the reduced 

charge/discharge overpotential at a high current rate and enhanced mass transfer rate on CNF/CNT 

coated electrodes having large amounts of edge plane defects were verified by the half-cell and flow 

cell test. It is generally believed that these defect sites may serve as the active sites for the various redox 

species.31 In our sample of CNF/CNT-700, the ratio of the sp2 hybridized carbon defects was very high, 

suggesting that it retained large active sites for vanadium redox couples confirmed by the HR-TEM. 

Furthermore, the polarization during charge/discharge processes was much smaller on CNF/CNT-700 

electrode than that on untreated one, allowing for enhanced electrochemical reversibility and reduced 

onset potential caused by lower kinetic activation energy (Figure 14a). Because of the nature of 

chemical bonding in graphene plane in CNF and CNT, the both two materials show different 

electrochemical properties. The mass transfer reaction for vanadium ion at edge plane is faster than at 

basal plane, whereas the electron transfer is more favorable at basal plane. Accordingly, it is reasonable 

to conclude that balance between the surface defects in the form of exposed edge plane in CNF walls 

and basal plane surface of CNT walls for fast electron transfer plays a major role in the vanadium redox 

reaction, showing substantially improved catalytic activity and cell performance.  
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Figure 16. (a) Ex-situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy(XPS) analysis of the untreated, oxidized, and 

CNF/CNT-700 CF, and (b) Chemical composition ratio of functional groups from curve fitting of O1s 

XPS spectra of OCF sample. 
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Figure 17. Cyclic voltammograms with the untreated, oxidized, and CNF/CNT-700 CF as working 

electrode (a) for V2+/V3+ redox couple in negative electrolyte, and (b) for VO2+/VO2
+ redox couples in 

positive electrolyte at the scan rate of 5mV s-1, respectively. (c) Nyquist plot showing electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data for the untreated, oxidized, and CNF/CNT-700 CF in 0.1 M VOSO4 

+ 2 M H2SO4 electrolyte solution. (d) Energy efficiency (EE) value as a function of cycle number at 

different current rate.  
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2.4 Summary 

In summary, we investigated the synergistic effect of the carbon nanofiber (CNF)/carbon nanotube 

(CNT) composite catalysts used as VRFB electrodes. CNF/CNT composite with enhanced electron 

transfer and well-developed edge plane active sites for vanadium redox couple were synthesized on the 

carbon felt via simple acetylene (C2H2) vapor deposition method at different growth temperatures 

utilizing nickel nanoparticles as catalysts. Surprisingly, the as-prepared CNF/CNT-700 electrode 

demonstrated better capacity retention and excellent rate capability up to 100 mA·cm-2 with 

significantly improved electron transfer and lower polarization. Such results were due to the formation 

of large edge plane defect of CNF walls and fast electron transfer at basal plane of CNT walls. The 

CNF/CNT composite on CF electrode promises to enhance the battery efficiency and rate capability in 

VRFB system. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Corn-protein derived nitrogen-doped carbon nanoparticle catalysts for 

VRFBs 

 

 

 
 

Recent studies for all-vanadium redox flow batteries (VRFBs) have been focused on carbon-

based materials for cost-effective electrocatalysts to commercialize them in grid-scale energy 

storage markets. We report an environmentally friendly and safe method for carbon-based 

catalysts by a corn protein self-assembly. This new method allows the carbon black 

nanoparticles to be coated with nitrogen-doped graphitic layers with oxygen-rich 

functionalities (N-CB). We observed the increased catalytic activity of this catalyst toward 

both V2+/V3+ and VO2+/VO2
+ ions, showing the 24 % increased mass transfer process and ca. 

50 mV higher reduction onset potential comparing to CB catalyst.  It is believed that the 

abundant oxygen active sites and nitrogen defects of the N-CB catalyst are beneficial to the 

vanadium redox reaction by improving electron transfer rate and faster vanadium ion transfer 

kinetics. 

 

This chapter has been published. 

Reproduced with permission from Park M., Ryu J., Kim Y., Cho J. Corn protein-derived nitrogen-doped 

carbon materials with oxygen-rich functional groups: a highly efficient electrocatalyst for all-vanadium 

redox flow batteries. Energy Environ. Sci., 7, 3727-3735 (2014). Copyright 2014. Royal Society of 

Chemistry 
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3.1 Introduction 

A carbon-based material such as pristine carbon felts has been considered as the one of the 

most promising electrode material for VRFBs due to its low-cost, high stability, high 

conductivity, and corrosion resistance.46, 54 However, its poor kinetic reversibility and 

electrochemical reactivity hampered the commercialization of the VRFBs with a low current 

density during the charge/discharge cycles.113, 114 Over the years, intensive efforts have been 

devoted to overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks by introducing surface functionalities for 

abundant active sites or increasing electron conductivities.2  

The metal-based catalysts (Pt,92 Bi,95 and Ir96 etc.) deposited onto the carbon felt has been 

studied to improve the cycle performance and catalytic activity for the vanadium redox reaction. 

However, this approach has been discouraged because of their scarcity of metals or sensitivity 

to gas evolutions. Recently, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) has reported 

several novel catalysts with low cost, excellent stability, and cell performance by using a 

bismuth nanoparticle or niobium oxide nanorod.54, 55 As an alternative strategy, modified carbon 

materials have been studied as an effective candidate for further wide applications of the 

VRFBs.115 Recently, we reported on the use of the CNT/CNF composite as a carbon-based 

electrocatalyst, which led to outstanding cell performance.29 Significantly, N-doping into carbon 

materials, including CNTs,116 graphene,31 and mesoporous carbon117 have been found to 

improve the vanadium redox reaction by facilitating the formation of defects sites for ion 

adsorptions. On the other hand, the difficulty of their synthesis processes involved in a toxicity 

of ammonia, high price of metal precursor, or flammability of ethylenediamine at higher 

temperatures hindered their mass productions. This has been one of the critical issues for the 

commercial uptake of the VRFBs. Bio-derived heteroatom-doped carbon materials have been 

widely studied as electrode/catalyst materials for energy devices.118-122 Recently, to overcome 

these drawbacks, various amino acids such as alanine, cystein, and glycine has been studied as 

a safe, non-toxic and inexpensive heteroatom doping source for electrocatalysts.123 

 We proposed a new synthesis process for highly active carbon-based electrocatalysts by 

using a corn protein, “Zein”. The zein is a major protein of corns that has been massively 

produced in United States at a low cost ($10/kg). 124, 125 The composition of zein protein can be 

classified by 50% hydrophobic amino acids including alanine, proline and leucine, providing a 

nitrogen for growing kernels (Figure 18). This material mainly contains a high α-helix content 

with β-sheet fractions.126 In addition, the zein molecules has a unique structure with amphiphilic 

characteristics, 127, 128 which is one of the main driving force to form ordered-film structures 

without external actions and their self-organization into two-dimensional periodic structures.129  
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In this work, inspired by previous researches on the zein self-assembly, bio-derived nitrogen-

doped carbon black particles, denoted as the N-CB catalyst, were fabricated, which has abundant 

oxygen active sites and nitrogen defects for vanadium redox reactions. Without supplying any 

external nitrogen containing gases or metal seeds, the rearrangement of zein molecules and film 

forming behavior facilitated the formation of the heteroatom doping on the surface of the CB 

particles. It was first time to utilize the corn protein as a doping source and to prepare nitrogen-

doped carbon materials by zein self-assembly, to the best our knowledge. 

 

 

 
Figure 18. The molecular structure of the major amino acids in the zein protein. 
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3.2 Experimental detail 

Catalyst design and Catalyst synthesis  

The N-CB catalyst was made by the simple solution method involving the evaporation-induced 

self-assembly process (EISA) in binary solvents. First, 0.1 g of the zein powders (Zein, Sigma 

Aldrich) were stirred in the mixed solvent composed of 7 mL of ethanol and 3 mL of DI water, 

and then the yellow colored zein solution was obtained after 10 minutes of stirring. The zein 

solution was blended with 0.3 g of carbon black (Ketjen black, EC-600JD, AkzoNobel) particles, 

resulting in formation of the zein coated on the carbon black composite. In addition, the various 

compositions of the zein and carbon black powders (1:1, 1:3, 2:3, 1:8, and 1: 15) were prepared 

at 800 ˚C in Ar to find the optimized condition. The selected composition is 1:3 the ratio 

according to the electrochemical results as shown in Figure 30. This binary solvent was 

evaporated at 60 ˚C to allow the zein to have self-assembly on the CB surface by forming zein 

thin films. Next, the remaining powders were placed on tube furnace and fired for 3 h at various 

temperatures (700, 800, and 900 ˚C) in Ar atmosphere. Finally, the N-CB catalyst composites 

were obtained after the furnace cooled down to the room temperatures. For comparison, the 

pristine carbon black was also heat-treated above-mentioned temperatures as a control sample. 

Electrochemical measurements 

The cyclic voltammetry was measured using a typical three-electrode cell. The carbon felt as a 

working electrode with a diameter of 6 mm was connected to a platinum wire with a reference 

electrode (Ag/AgCl), and counter electrode (Pt wire) in 0.1 M VOSO4 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.5%) 

in 3 M H2SO4 solution (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) at a different scan rate ranged from 1 to 10 mV 

s−1. A single cell was assembled for charge/discharge tests. The positive electrolyte was prepared 

by dissolving 2 M VOSO4 in 3 M H2SO4 solution. The negative electrolyte was also prepared 

by electrolysis of 2 M VOSO4 in 3 M H2SO4 solution, then 20 mL positive electrolyte and 20 

mL negative electrolyte were used at charge/discharge test, respectively. The untreated and 

prepared electrodes with (an active area of 5 cm2) were used as the positive and negative 

electrode, respectively. Nafion117 ion exchange membrane was employed and graphite-based 

plate was placed between electrode and copper current collectors. The test cell was charged and 

discharged under the operating potential range of 1.65 to 0.8 V with a current density range of 

50 mA cm−2 to 150 mA cm−2 and a flow rate of 50 mL min−1. 

Electrode fabrication 

 The N-CB carbon felt electrode was made by coating the prepared the catalyst on the carbon 

felt (PAN CF-20-3, Nippon carbon) surface and drying at 60 ˚C. First, the N-CB catalyst ink 
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was prepared by dissolving 20 mg of the N-CB particles in the mixture of 100 μl of 5 wt% 

Nafion (Sigma-Aldrich), and 900 μl of ethanol, then followed by ultrasonically blending for 20 

min. The CB catalyst ink was fabricated by identical process. The 5 mg cm−2 of catalyst ink was 

coated onto a carbon felt to provide the distributed catalyst layer, and then dried at 60 ˚C for 12 

h. The 5 cm−2 of electrodes were equipped in a single cell at both negative and positive side for 

charge/discharge cycling tests. 
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3.3 Results and discussion 

The effective active site for the redox reaction of vanadium ions and excellent electron 

conductivity of the electrode are the key parameters to the increase in mass transfer rate and 

electron transfer kinetics toward vanadium redox couples.31 To promote the electrochemical 

properties of the electrode, we coated the carbon black with the zein protein via the evaporation-

induced self-assembly method (EISA).129 After carbonization of the zein in an inert atmosphere 

(Figure 19a), it can provide more effective oxygen-rich active sites for the vanadium redox 

reaction, and develop electron conductive networks by forming nitrogen-doped layer. This 

functionalized coating layer can be contributed to the improvement of cell performance by 

improving the vanadium redox reaction during the charge and discharge at high current rates.  

The synthesis process of oxygen-rich and nitrogen-doped coating layer on CB using the zein 

self-assembly is environmentally friendly, simple and highly scalable. Briefly, the N-CB 

catalyst was prepared by a simple solution method involving the EISA method in binary solvents, 

followed by a heat treatment (see Experimental section for a detailed description). The zein 

powder was dissolved in mixed solvent composed of 7 mL ethanol and 3 mL DI water, then a 

yellow colored zein solution was obtained after 10 minutes (Figure 19b). This solution was 

blended with the carbon black particles to treat them under the EISA process, resulting in zein-

coated carbon black powders. Consequently, the binary solvent was evaporated at 60 ˚C, 

followed by firing it in a tube furnace at 800 ˚C for 3 h in Ar gas. Finally, the prepared N-CB 

catalyst was coated on a carbon felt substrate and then dried to form a uniform catalyst layer 

loading of 5 mg cm−2.  
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Figure 19. a) Schematic of the N-CB catalyst fabrication process. b) The zein powder was dissolved in 

a binary solvent, then the CB was immersed in the solution. As the solution was evaporated at an oven, 

a self-assembly of zein on the CB was proceeded. The dried powders were converted into the N-CB 

catalyst by a carbonization at 800 ˚C in argon atmosphere, then the catalyst ink was prepared by 

blending the N-CB in Nafion suspensions in ethanol. Finally, a carbon felt was coated with the N-CB 

catalyst by using the prepared ink.  
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The mechanism of forming a self-assembled zein film on the carbon black particles was 

presented in Figure 20a. The molecular structure of the zein have been studied previously, 

presenting its single molecule dissolved in ethanol/water consists of ca. 80% of the α-helix at 

an initial stage.129 The content of the α-helix in solvents could be controlled by controlling the 

concentration of solutes and the volume ratio of solvents. The β-sheet transformed from the α-

helix could be arranged by controlling an evaporation rate of the binary solvents during the 

EISA process. This led to the change of a solvent polarity by the hydrophilic condition, which 

drove the self-assembly of zein molecules. Wang and Padua reported that the nano-sized zein 

sphere, hexagonal, and lamellar phases were formed by packing an energetically favorable β-

sheet structure. It was presented by TEM images where antiparallel β-sheets were packed side 

by side to form long ribbons with a periodic distance of 0.35 nm.129 Finally, the carbon black 

nanoparticles could be coated by the zein ribbons interacted with the β-sheets, then followed by 

the carbonization treatment to obtain the N-doped CB particles. 

Figure 20b presents the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the pristine zein 

powder (upper) and untreated CB particles (lower). Typically, the CB nanoparticles have a 

mesoporous structure with an average diameter of ~50 nm, which can facilitate the vanadium 

ion adsorption by providing large active sites. As presented in Figure 20c, the N-CB catalyst 

was successfully coated on the carbon felt surface (inset image: untreated carbon felt surface 

with a diameter ~7 μm). The N-CB catalyst was well distributed on the carbon felt as observed 

in magnified SEM image (dashed circle in Figure 20c). HR-TEM image of the N-CB catalyst 

shows each CB nanoparticles are aggregated by the functionalized graphitic layers (Figure 2d). 

The magnified image of Figure 20d presents the defective graphitic surface with 0.34 nm 

spacing between adjacent lattice planes (Figure 21). As a result, the surface morphology of N-

CB catalyst was not significantly changed when treated by zein protein (Figure 20). The specific 

surface area of the N-CB catalyst was also measured in the value of ca. 984.5 m2 g−1 (Figure 

22). It believed that N-CB catalyst can sufficiently contribute to the better electrochemical 

performance with large surface areas. The change of the surface chemistry will be examined by 

EDXS, XPS and Raman analysis. Energy dispersed X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) showed that 

the oxygen and nitrogen atoms were successfully incorporated into the N-CB particles, which 

could act as highly reactive active sites for vanadium redox couples (Figure 23). 
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Figure 20. a) Possible mechanism for the self-assembly of the zein coated CB nanoparticles. b) SEM 

image of the pristine zein powders (upper) and the pristine CB nanoparticles (lower). c) SEM image of 

the carbon felt surface coated with the N-CB catalyst. Inset image of the untreated carbon felt. d) HR-

TEM image of the N-CB catalyst.  
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Figure 21. HR-TEM image of the a) CB and c) N-CB catalyst, showing the graphite interlayer with a 

distance of 0.34 nm, corresponding to (002) plane. c) XRD patterns of the CB and N-CB catalyst. 
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Figure 22. Nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherm and BJH pore-size distribution plot of N-CB 

sample. 
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Figure 23. EDXS mapping of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen element of a) CB and b) N-CB catalyst, 

showing that oxygen and nitrogen atom were substantially increased after N-doped graphene coating 

on CB compared with untreated one. 
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Raman spectroscopy was also conducted to further study the microstructure of the obtained 

samples (Figure 24). The peaks at 1340 cm−1 and 1590 cm−1 correspond to the D and G bands 

of typical carbon materials.130 In the first-order region of two strong bands, the intensity of the 

defect-induced D band is much higher than that of the G band, indicating that there were 

relatively abundant exposed-graphitic defects that can serve as the redox active sites in both 

carbon black and the N-CB samples. However, the higher D/G intensity ratio was observed in 

the N-CB catalyst due to the oxygen-rich functional groups and more defective N-doped layers. 

This imply that the oxygen and nitrogen functionalities could facilitate the formation of reactive 

defect sites for vanadium redox ions.131  

 

 

 

Figure 24. Raman spectroscopy of the CB and N-CB catalyst. 
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis (Figure 25) indicated the presence and the 

chemical structures of oxygen and nitrogen atoms on the surface of the catalyst samples, where 

all spectra were calibrated by the C1s peak of carbon at 284.2 eV. The chemical composition 

ratio of each functional group was also presented in Figure 26. For the N-CB sample, the XPS 

survey presents a predominant C1s signal with a much stronger O1s peak at 531 eV, arising 

from oxygen-containing species in the zein molecules than that of untreated CB. The high-

resolution C1s spectrum of the pristine zein shows a relatively weak energy intensity of the 

double-bonded carbon peak, while the corresponding high- resolution C1s spectrum observed 

in the untreated CB and N-CB catalyst exhibits a sharp graphitic carbon peak at 284.2 eV (Figure 

25b). As shown in Figure 25c, the O1s peaks of the N-CB catalyst assigned to 532.9, 531.8, and 

530.6 eV can be attributed to C-C=O, C-OH, and C=O, respectively,111 indicating the increased 

incorporation of oxygen functional groups on the carbon black surface. They can act as the main 

active sites for vanadium redox couples. More specifically, the content of the C-C=O functional 

group of the N-CB sample, which is directly associated with vanadium redox sites, was 

increased in more than 27% when compared to that of the CB sample. As shown in Figure 25d, 

no significant signals were found in the N1s region in the untreated CB sample, while the 

nitrogen-containing groups on the N-CB sample were observed with a noticeable increase of 

N1s signal at 400 eV. The nitrogen content in the N-CB catalyst was 1.62 at% according to XPS 

analysis. The N1s region can be deconvoluted into four peaks assignable to the oxygenated-N 

(402.9 eV), graphitic-N (401.1 eV), pyrrolic-N (400.0 eV), and pyridinic-N (398.3 eV), 

respectively (Figure 25d).132 These nitrogen species in the carbon materials have been known to 

produce the defects in the graphite layer, contributing to the improvement of the catalytic 

activity toward vanadium ions.31 Thus, the N-doping defects in the N-CB catalyst can serve as 

an important role in vanadium redox reactions by forming the vanadium ions adsorption sites.  
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Figure 25. a) XPS survey of the pristine zein, CB, and N-CB catalyst. XPS analysis and its fitting from 

high resolution b) C1s peak, c) O1s peak, and d) N1s peak.  

 

 

 

Figure 26. Chemical composition ratio of functional groups from curve fitting of a) C1s, b) O1s, and 

c) N1s spectra of the pristine zein, CB, and N-CB sample.  
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  Cyclic voltammetry tests were performed on the three-electrode cell system to characterize 

the electrochemical properties of the N-CB catalyst. The test cell was composed of negative and 

positive vanadium electrolytes in which carbon felt electrode, platinum wire, and Ag/AgCl were 

used as working, counter, and reference electrodes, respectively (detailed in Experimental 

section). There are several parameters that can estimate catalytic activities for vanadium redox 

reactions, for instance the potential separation (ΔV), the ratio of oxidation and reduction peak 

current (Ipa/Ipc), and the redox onset potential. As shown in Figure 27a, the redox potential 

separation of the oxidized carbon felt (OCF) electrode (ΔV=353 mV) is substantially larger than 

that of CB-CF one (ΔV=195 mV), implying that it has poor electrochemical reversibility. As 

for the ratio of the redox peak current (Ipa/Ipc), the OCF electrode (Ipa/Ipc=1.54) presents unstable 

vanadium redox reaction compared to CB-CF electrode (Ipa/Ipc=1.10). The onset redox potential 

of CB-CF also presents much better than that of OCF electrode. We used the N-CB catalyst that 

heat-treated at 800 ˚C as the optimized working electrode because it exhibited the best anodic 

and cathodic peak current density (ipa = 86.3 and ipc = −75.1 mA cm−2) and lowest onset potential.  

As shown in Figure 27a, the pronounced redox peaks corresponding to the oxidation and 

reduction of VO2+ and VO2
+ ions presented in the cyclic voltammograms. These peaks appeared 

in the carbon felt coated with the CB or N-CB samples, while the weak reduction peak at 0.75 

V (vs. Ag/AgCl) is observed in the untreated carbon felt. Significantly, the reduction onset 

potential measured from the N-CB carbon felt electrode was around 50 mV higher than that of 

the CB carbon felt sample (Figure 27a, inset). This suggests that the improved catalytic activity 

is originated from the N-CB catalyst. Furthermore, the peak potential separation associated with 

the polarization of the N-CB carbon felt electrode was decreased to 146 mV at a scan rate of 5 

mV s−1. This implies the enhanced reversibility for vanadium redox reactions. As for the 

negative redox reaction involving V2+/V3+ ions, the distinct anodic and cathodic peaks of the N-

CB carbon felt were observed at −0.21 V and −0.71 V (vs. Ag/AgCl), respectively, while there 

were no pronounced anodic and cathodic peaks for the untreated carbon felt electrode (Figure 

28). When the cyclic voltammogram of each sample were compared, the onset potential and 

potential separation of the N-CB carbon felt were much lower than those of the CB carbon felt 

at both negative and positive vanadium redox reactions. This improved electrochemical 

behavior can be caused by improved electron transfer and sufficient vanadium redox active sites 

owing to oxygen-rich and nitrogen-doped graphitic layers. The electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS) analysis also agreed with the results of the cyclic voltammetry tests, 

suggesting that the formation of electrically conductive network introduced by functionalized 

graphitic layer could reduce the electron transfer resistance by ca. 26% (Figure 28d).  

  The mass transfer properties can be assessed by plotting the peak current density versus the 

7square root of scan rate from the Randles-Sevick equation.94 Figures 28b and c show the cyclic 
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voltammetry tests, which were conducted as increasing scan rates from 1 mV s−1 to 10 mV s−1 

in 0.1 M VOSO4 + 3 M H2SO4 solutions. The value of coefficient of determination (R2) inserted 

in Figure 5c was close to 99%, implying that a diffusion process controls the vanadium redox 

reaction on the N-CB carbon felt electrode. In addition, the slope of the N-CB carbon felt 

electrode (Figure 27b) is 24% larger than that of the CB carbon felt electrode, suggesting that a 

faster mass transfer process could be achieved on the N-CB carbon felt electrode. The improved 

mass transfer reaction on the N-CB catalyst could be ascribed to its high electrochemical surface 

areas and lower surface energy induced by the heteroatom doped coating layer. 
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Figure 27. a) Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of the untreated, oxidized, CB, and N-CB carbon felt at a 

scan rate of 5 mV s−1 with potential window of 0.4 to 1.3 V versus Ag/AgCl. b) CVs of the N-CB carbon 

felt at different scan rates. Inset: plot of the anodic peak current (Ipa) versus the square root of each scan 

rate. CF: Carbon felt  
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Figure 28 Cyclic voltammograms with a) untreated, b) CB, and c) N-CB carbon felt as working 

electrode for V2+/V3+ redox couple in negative electrolyte. d) Nyquist plot showing electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data for CB and N-CB catalyst. CF: carbon felt. 
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To demonstrate the practical application of the prepared catalyst, we used the carbon felt 

electrode incorporated with the N-CB catalyst as the negative and positive electrodes in all-

vanadium redox flow battery. We assembled flow-type single cells to evaluate the 

electrochemical performances of the untreated, CB, and N-CB carbon felt electrode. The cell 

body was assembled by using Nafion 117 (the proton exchange membrane), copper plates (the 

current collectors) and graphite-based bipolar plate that protect current collectors from acidic 

electrolytes. Electrolytes consisting of 20 mL 2 M V3+ and 20 mL V4+ with 3 M H2SO4 solutions 

were used as the negative and positive electrolytes, respectively.  

Figures 29a and b show the voltage profiles of the CB carbon felt and N-CB carbon felt 

electrode, respectively, between 0.8 and 1.65 V at various charge/discharge current densities. 

The N-CB carbon felt electrode presented improved discharge capacity of 19.2 and 10.1 Ah L−1 

at the current density of 50 and 150 mA cm−2, respectively. Additionally, the N-CB catalyst 

exhibited stable cycling performance for 100 cycles at 50 mA cm−2 as depicted in Figure 29c. 

This catalyst also presented the energy efficiency (coulombic efficiency × voltage efficiency) 

of 85.2% at the end of 100 cycles corresponding to 450 h (4.5 h per cycles). After the initial 

charge/discharge rate of 50 mA cm−2 for 5 cycles, we gradually increased the current density to 

150 mA cm−2. The N-CB carbon felt electrode showed the energy efficiency of 86.7% at 50 mA 

cm−2 and 68.6% at the rate of 150 mA cm−2. The origin of the enhanced rate capability for the 

N-CB catalyst during battery cycling can be possibly attributed to the significantly reduced 

polarizations by increased redox active sites towards vanadium ions for the fast electron and 

mass transfer reactions.  

Next, to evaluate the stability of the N-CB catalyst, we swiftly changed the charge/discharge 

rate from 150 to 50 mA cm−2 (Figure 29c). Notably, the initial energy efficiency was remarkably 

recovered. This indicates the electrochemical and chemical robustness of the N-CB catalyst in 

concentrated acidic vanadium electrolytes. As shown in Figure 31, we also confirmed the stable 

adhesion of N-CB catalyst on carbon felt electrode after 100 cycles. The coulomb efficiency 

and voltage efficiency values also showed the best in N-CB samples, as shown in Figure 29d.  
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Figure 29. a) Electrochemical cycling performance of the untreated, oxidized, CB, and N-CB carbon 

felt electrode, and b) their Voltage efficiency and Coulombic efficiency during the rate capability test. 

CF: carbon felt 
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Figure 30. Cyclic voltammetry curves on N-CB carbon felt electrodes with a) various carbon black to 

zein powder composition (1:1, 3:1, 3:2, 8:1, and 15: 1) and b) different carbonization temperatures (700, 

800, and 900 °C) in 0.1 M VOSO4 + 3 M H2SO4 electrolyte solution at a scan rate of 5 mV s-1.  

 

 
 

 

Figure 31. The N-CB catalyst coated carbon felt electrode after 100 cycle charge/discharge test. 
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We demonstrated that the N-CB catalyst incorporated carbon felt electrode dramatically improve the 

electrochemical performance of the VRFB system. These exceptional electrochemical properties can be 

attributed to the surface functionalized carbon black synthesized by corn protein self-assembly. The 

conductive and continuous graphitic coating layer of N-CB catalyst, as well as its high surface areas 

with surface oxygen and nitrogen functional groups helps to improve the electrocatalytic activities for 

the vanadium redox reaction. To elucidate the surface redox reaction mechanism, the oxidized carbon 

felt thermally activated at 500 ˚C for 5 h in air atmosphere was used as the control electrode in the 

identical flow battery cell. The experimental results of the oxidized carbon felt were obtained and 

compared to those of the N-CB carbon felt electrode as shown in the Figure 32. Figure 32a presents 

that the atomic content ratio of oxygen to carbon atom in the oxidized carbon felt electrode is ca. 0.22 

that is two times higher than that of the N-CB carbon felt sample (ca. 0.10). This control electrode with 

high oxygen contents can be expected to provide much more vanadium active sites. The improved redox 

current peak of oxidized carbon felt electrode compared with that of the low oxygen containing CB 

carbon felt was confirmed in the cyclic voltammogram (Figure 27a).  

Further, the cycle performance test of the oxidized carbon felt (Figure 32b) shows the increased 

discharge capacity at an initial stage due to the abundant oxygen functional groups. However, there is 

no apparent capacity improvement at higher charge/discharge current rate for the oxidized carbon felt 

sample because of the lowered electron conductivity. This may be caused by the excessive surface 

functional groups of the oxidized carbon felt, which leads to the increase of cell overpotentials. In 

contrast, the carbon felt coated with the carbon black, known as a conductive carbon composed of a 

large amount of sp2 hybridized carbon (C=C), successfully presented the capacity retentions even at 

higher current densities, but it showed a low capacity retention. This low capacity is mainly caused by 

the insufficient surface active sites for the vanadium redox reaction on the CB carbon felt electrode with 

the low the O/C ratio of ca. 0.02. This result is also consistent with the cyclic voltammetry test. It is 

worth mentioning that the balance between the surface vanadium active sites (toward V2+/V3+ and 

VO2+/VO2
+ ions) and the electron conductivity may be of importance for developing high performance 

electrocatalysts in the VRFB systems. Thus, the N-CB catalyst can be one of the ideal electrocatalysts 

for the high-performance flow battery system due to its high surface areas with an oxygen-rich (content 

of ca. 10 wt%) and N-doped coating layer. It exhibited the significant improvement of battery 

performance evident from the cyclic voltammograms and battery cycling tests.  

In addition, the N-doping into carbon materials has been found to promote vanadium redox reactions 

by high negatively charged electron density of the incorporated nitrogen atom.31 Accordingly, the doped 

nitrogen atoms as a defect site originated from the zein protein could create a lone pair of electron 

localized states in carbon black surface. This eventually facilitates the electron transfer and vanadium 

ions adsorption steps, resulting in high rate capability at 150 mA cm−2 and stable capacity retentions. In 
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addition, the origin of catalytic activity among four different nitrogen species was examined by high-

resolution N1s spectra (Figure 33) and cyclic voltammograms (Figure 32b). Compared with the relation 

between the content of each nitrogen species and the electrochemical catalytic activity, it was 

proportional to the content of a graphitic (quaternary) nitrogen, centered for 401.1 eV. Such results are 

consistent with the previous studies reporting that the graphitic nitrogen is highly stable in an acidic 

condition and less susceptible to protonization.31 Therefore, we can reasonably conclude that the stable 

nitrogen defects on the N-CB catalyst play an important role to efficiently promote the adsorption of 

vanadium redox couples 

 

 

 

Figure 32. a) Chemical composition ratio of oxygen and carbon atoms for oxidized, CB, and N-CB 

carbon felt electrodes. And b) Discharge cycling performance 
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Figure 33. a) Ex-situ XPS analysis of N-CB catalyst prepared at various temperatures (700, 800, and 

900 ˚C) and b) its chemical composition ratio of N1s sprectra. 
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3.4 Summary 

In summary, we developed the highly efficient carbon-based electrocatalyst for high-

performance VRFBs by an inexpensive, environmentally friendly, and safe synthesis methods. 

The amphiphilic properties of the zein protein enabled it to have the self-assembly on the CB 

nanoparticles by the EISA process, which led to coating the N-doped coating layer on the CB 

nanoparticles. As a result, the N-CB has high surface areas with the abundant oxygen functional 

groups and N-doped coating networks for the vanadium active sites and high electron 

conductivity. Compared with the CB catalyst, the N-CB catalyst exhibited the excellent catalytic 

activity towards vanadium redox reactions due to its oxygen-rich high surface areas and nitrogen 

functionality for enhanced electron transfer rate and faster vanadium ion transfer kinetics.  
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Chapter 4 

 

Exploration of the effective location of graphene-based catalysts for 

VRFBs 

 

 

 
The oxygen functional groups play a key role in the vanadium redox reactions. To identify the 

effective location of oxygen functionalities in the graphene-based nanomaterials, we used the edge-

selectively functionalized graphene nanoplatelet (E-GnP) with a crystalline basal plane by a ball-

mill process in the presence of dry ice. For comparison, the reduced graphene oxide (rGO) 

containing defects at both edges and basal plane was produced by a modified Hummers' method. 

The location of defects in the graphene-based nanomaterials was found to significantly affect the 

electrocatalytic activity towards vanadium redox couples (V2+ / V3+ and VO2+ / VO2
+). The improved 

activity lies in the presence of oxygen defects at the edge sites and higher crystallinity of basal planes. 

Importantly, this effective location of oxygen defects facilitates fast electron transfer and mass 

transport process. 

 
This chapter has been published. 

Reproduced with permission from Park M., Jeon I. Y., Ryu J., Baek J. B., Cho J. Exploration of the 

Effective Location of Surface Oxygen Defects in Graphene-Based Electrocatalysts for All-Vanadium 

Redox-Flow Batteries. Adv. Energy Mater., 5, 1401550 (2015). Copyright 2015. Wiley-VCH 

The samples were provided from Prof. Baek J.B. 
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4.1 Introduction 

 The vanadium redox flow batteries (VRFBs) have been considered as a promising large-scale 

electrochemical energy storage system to alleviate the issues of the random and intermittent renewable 

energy sources.133 The VRFBs is one of the most available solution to solve these problems with various 

advantages including a fast response time, low self-discharge, and long life cycle.5 The most prominent 

feature of this system is a design flexibility to tailor capacity and power by controlling the stack number 

or external electrolyte tank size for various energy storage applications.28 This system employs the four 

different oxidation states of vanadium ions (V2+, V3+, VO2+, and VO2
+) in order to charge and discharge 

the cell, which significantly reduces the membrane cross-over issues by using the same vanadium 

element in positive and negative electrolytes.113 The vanadium redox reactions mainly occur on the 

electrode surface, so that the electrode material is less damaged when comparing to conventional lithium 

ion batteries.2 However, this reaction at both anode and cathode often hinders a broad application of the 

VRFBs because of a low catalytic activity of vanadium redox reactions on the electrode surface such 

as carbon felt or carbon paper. 

Recently, the electrocatalyst research on the vanadium redox reactions has been extensively studied 

in order to improve their catalytic activity for better electron conductivity and mass transfer kinetics. 

The investigation of various electrocatalysts for the VRFBs can be categorized to metal-based53, 55, 92, 134 

and carbon-based29, 31, 91, 115, 135 materials. In the latter case, the carbon-based catalysts such as carbon 

nanotube (CNT), carbon nanofiber (CNF), and graphene are considered as a promising candidate due 

to their large surface area, high conductivity, and stability at concentrated acidic conditions.91, 115 These 

nanomaterials are usually used by coating them on the carbon felt or carbon paper electrode. In recent, 

the nitrogen-doped CNT,135 multi-walled CNT,102 and CNT/CNF hybrid29 coated carbon felt electrode 

have been reported, where oxygen or nitrogen atoms at carbon structure help the vanadium redox 

reactions. 

In particular, graphene-based materials have demonstrated the improved catalytic properties in the 

VRFB systems.31 Graphene, two-dimensional (2D) layered carbon allotrope, has attracted considerable 

attention in a variety of energy applications such as fuel cells, solar cells, and redox flow batteries as an 

electrocatalyst.136-138 This interest is due to their high theoretical specific surface area (~2,600 m2 g−1), 

electron mobility during catalytic reaction, and electrochemical stability.137 For instance, the graphene 

oxide (GO) nanoplatelet exhibits excellent catalytic activity towards vanadium ions due to their high 

electron conductivity.103 In addition, the reduced graphene oxide (rGO) shows the enhanced 

performance, which can be ascribed to the C=O functional groups on the surface.91 Very recently, 

nitrogen-doped graphene for vanadium redox reaction on the positive electrode (VO2+/VO2
+) is reported 

by Jin et al., representing that not the heteroatom doping level but the type of these atoms in graphene 

determines the catalytic properties.31 To date, several modified graphene materials have reported and 
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presented a potential ability for practical application on VRFBs, however, the effective structure 

associated with defect at the edge or basal plane of graphene-based materials is still unclear. 

Herein, we fabricated the two types of graphene-based electrocatalysts with a different sites of 

structural defects, and explored the effective location of oxygen defects at the graphene for vanadium 

redox reactions. Using a ball-mill approach in the presence of dry ice (solid carbon dioxide), the edge-

selectively oxygenated graphene nanoplatelet (E-GnP) was produced in a simple, scalable process.139 

This process has been well-established and applied to various application as a promising graphene 

synthesis procedure.140-142 The E-GnP catalyst presented a highly ordered graphitic structure in the basal 

plane and defective region at the edge with oxygen moiety. For comparison, the graphene oxide (GO) 

with abundant defects at both basal plane and edge sites was also fabricated by a modified Hummers' 

method,143 which was reduced by using hydrazine to produce reduced graphene oxide (rGO).144 The E-

GnP sample was found to present an enhanced catalytic activity towards vanadium redox ions with a 

highest redox peak current density and improved potential separation in comparison with the rGO one. 

The unique advantage of the edge functionalized graphene nanoplatelet lies in the presence of oxygen 

defect at the edge sites and better crystallinity of basal planes. This effective location of oxygen defects 

facilitates the electron transfer and mass transport process. The motivation of this study is to understand 

the relationship between an effective location of oxygen defect in graphene and catalytic activity for 

better vanadium redox reactions. 
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4.2 Experimental detail 

Catalyst synthesis 

 Edge functionalized graphene nanoplatelet (E-GnP) was fabricated by ball-milling graphite flake in 

the presence of dry ice, followed by a literature procedure.20 The pristine graphite (5.0 g, Alfa Aesar, 

natural graphite, 100 mesh, 99.9995%) and 100 g of dry ice was placed in 500 mL of stainless steel 

ball-mill container with stainless steel balls (500.0 g, diameter 5 mm), and then it was fixed in the 

planetary ball-mill machine and agitated at 500 rpm from various times from 12 to 48 h. The optimized 

time is 24 h according to the electrochemical results as shown in Figure 34. The obtained product was 

further Soxhlet extracted with 1 M HCl to completely acidify and to remove metallic impurities, and 

then freeze-dried at −120 °C for 48 h. For comparison, graphene oxide (GO) was also prepared by a 

modified Hummers' method. The graphite was mixed with NaNO3 and concentrated H2SO4 cooled 

down to 0 °C in an ice bath. Then, KMnO4 was added slowly and continuously stirred for an hour. 

Finally, it was subsequently reduced using hydrazine to produce reduced graphene oxide (rGO). 

Electrochemical measurements 

 The rGO and E-GnP catalyst was coated on the carbon felt (PAN CF-20-3, Nippon carbon) surface 

and drying at 60 ˚C, respectively. Briefly, the catalyst ink was prepared by dissolving 20 mg of catalyst 

particles in the mixture of 100 μl of 5 wt% Nafion (Sigma-Aldrich) and 900 μl of ethanol by 

ultrasonically blending for 20 min. The 5 mg cm−2 of catalyst ink was coated onto a carbon felt, and 

then dried at 60 ̊ C for 12 h. CVs were obtained using a three-electrode cell system. A working electrode 

with a diameter of 6 mm carbon felt was equipped with a platinum wire and Ag/AgCl reference 

electrode in 0.1 M VOSO4 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.5%) in 3 M H2SO4 solution (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%). For 

flow cell test, 3 mm of carbon felt electrode with an active area of 5 cm2 were used as the positive and 

negative electrode, respectively, which is compressed by ca. 2mm thickness. Nafion117 ion exchange 

membrane was used, and graphite-based plate was placed between electrode and copper current 

collectors. The test cell was charged and discharged under the operating potential range of 1.65 to 0.8 

V with a flow rate of 50 mL min−1, in which 20 mL of positive and 20 mL of negative electrolyte was 

used. 
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Figure 34. Cyclic voltammograms with the E-GnP sample prepared at a different ball-milling time 

from 12 to 48 h. 
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4.3 Results and discussion 

The edge functionalized graphene nanoplatelet with oxygen moiety (E-GnP) was prepared via a ball-

mill process in which the pristine graphite was crushed in a stainless steel capsule containing dry ice 

and steel balls (Figure 35a). The size of graphite flakes was significantly reduced into the sub-micron 

sized E-GnP sample (<5 μm) where sufficient kinetic energy can give rise to graphitic C-C bond 

cleavages. Continuously, the edge-located active carbon species induced by the mechanochemical 

cracking of graphite react with carbon dioxide molecules in sealed ball-mill container. This highly 

reactive carbon species were observed by an violent sparkling with moisture in air when opening the 

lid of the container, resulting in the formation of carboxyl groups at the edges.139 The reduced graphene 

oxide with abundant defects at the edge and basal plane (rGO) was synthesized by the modified 

Hummers' method (see Experimental section). 

As shown in Figure 35b, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image presents the densely stacked 

pristine graphite flakes with a size of ~150 μm. The SEM image of the rGO sample shows typical 

defective structure with a wrinkle of graphene sheets because of defects in basal planes (Figure 35c).145 

The E-GnP sample exhibits a smaller particle size than the pristine graphite, implying a successful 

cleavage of graphite C-C bonds (Figure 35d). More importantly, in comparison with the rGO and E-

GnP sample, the morphology of these two samples presents a great difference in the SEM analysis. The 

E-GnP sample consists of flake type particles with a flat surface, whereas the rGO exhibits the wrinkled 

sheet structure. It can be expected that the oxygen defects mainly exist at the edge sites of the E-GnP 

catalyst.139 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) shows a surface chemistry of prepared samples (Figures 

35e to h), in which all spectra were calibrated by a carbon peak at 284.2 eV. A pronounced oxygen peak 

was observed in the E-GnP sample after a ball-mill process, suggesting the successful incorporation of 

oxygen functional groups at the edge sites comparing to pristine graphite (Figure 35e). As shown in 

Figure 35f, the high-resolution XPS spectra of C1s in the E-GnP show an increase of O=C-OH peaks 

(288.7 eV). Similarly, the high-resolution O1s peaks indicate an increased carboxyl groups compared 

with the starting material (Figure 35g). The rGO sample also presents a high intensity of O1s peak with 

a large amount of oxygen functional groups, but the content of carboxyl group is lower than that of E-

GnP samples (Figure 36). All of the prepared samples show an increase of oxygen moieties that act as 

a main active site for the vanadium redox reactions, however, the location of oxygen defects in 

graphene-based materials can be regarded as an important factor to increase the catalytic activity. 

Accordingly, the nanostructure of each sample was intensively investigated to determine the effective 

location of oxygen defects for the vanadium redox reactions. 
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Figure 35. a) Schematic of the E-GnP electrocatalyst synthesis process. SEM image of b) pristine 

graphite, c) rGO, and d) E-GnP samples with low magnification images. e-g) XPS analysis of the 

pristine graphite, rGO, and E-GnP samples, and their high resolution spectra of C1s and O1s peaks. 
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Figure 36 High-resolution XPS analysis of C1s and O1s peaks. a) C1s and b) O1s peaks of the rGO 

sample. c) C1s and d) O1s peaks of the E-GnP sample. 
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To further understand the location of defects within the prepared samples, we carried out high-

resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) analysis. These images show the nanostructure 

of the edge and basal plane of the rGO and E-GnP electrocatalysts (Figure 37). HR-TEM image of each 

graphene-based sample was divided into two sections that were the edge and basal sites in order to 

investigate the crystallinity. A typical wrinkled sheet structure was observed in the rGO, which was 

ascribed to the functionalization and structural defect of graphene at the basal plane (Figure 37a).145 As 

shown in the edge sites of Figure 37b, the defective structure was observed, indicating an amorphous 

morphology in fourier transform (FFT) image (inset). The basal plane of the rGO catalyst also exhibited 

a similar defective structure with a low crystallinity (Figure 37c). On the other hand, the E-GnP 

nanoparticle shows a platelet structure with stacked aggregates due to strong van der Waals interaction 

related to the defect-free basal planes (Figure 37d).139 The selectively-functionalized edge defect can be 

successfully observed in the E-GnP sample (Figure37e) with an amorphous structure detected in the 

FFT image. Importantly, the site B of Figure 37f presents the well-ordered graphitic structure with a 

honeycomb lattice in the basal plane.146 Furthermore, the FFT pattern of the basal plane is much stronger 

than the edge sites, demonstrating a high crystallinity with six-fold pattern. Raman analysis also showed 

that the ratio of D-band and G-band (ID/IG) of the E-GnP (1.01) is lower than that of the rGO (1.13) 

(Figure 38). This is well consistent with above TEM analysis due to defect-free basal plane of the E-

GnP catalyst. Such result indicates that the E-GnP is directly exfoliated from pristine graphite with a 

minimal distortion on the basal plane.146 The well-protected basal plane and selectively-functionalized 

edge defects are considered to facilitate an electron transfer with a high conductivity and 

adsorption/desorption of vanadium ions on oxygen moieties at the edge sites. 
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Figure 37. HR-TEM image of a) the rGO catalyst with its high magnification image from yellow square 

area of b) site A and c) site B, respectively, and d) the E-GnP catalyst with its magnified images from 

yellow rectangles of e) site A and f) site B, respectively. Every magnified images show their fast fourier 

transform (FFT) image with inset figures.  

 

 

Figure 38. Raman spectroscopy of the pristine graphite, rGO, and E-GnP samples.  
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Cyclic voltammogram recorded with the untreated, rGO, and E-GnP coated carbon felt (CF) in 

vanadium electrolyte are presented in Figure 39, which are measured in three electrode cell system. 

The test cell was equipped with Ag/AgCl reference, Pt wire counter, and catalyst coated CF working 

electrodes. Typical CVs for V2+/V3+ ions are shown in Figure 39a where a pronounced redox peak was 

observed after the catalyst ink coating on the CF electrode. Remarkably, the redox peak current density 

of the E-GnP catalyst is higher than that recorded with the RGO catalyst. The positive electrode reaction 

is associated with a rearrangement of the coordination structures of the VO2+/VO2
+ ions, so that it 

generally limits the extensive application of the VRFBs.91 The CVs for VO2+/VO2
+ redox couples show 

a similar trend to the negative redox reactions, indicating the best performance in the E-GnP catalyst 

(Figure 39b). On the bases of redox peak current density, peak potential separation, and ratio of redox 

peak current density, the electrochemical activity can be evaluated as shown in Figure 39c.115 The ratio 

of the anodic and cathodic current density (Ipc/Ipa) is ca. 0.4 in the untreated CF electrode, implying an 

irreversible vanadium redox reaction. The Ipc/Ipa ratio is substantially increased to ca. 0.7 in the rGO 

and ca. 0.9 in the E-GnP coated CF electrode, respectively. More importantly, the peak potential 

separation value (ΔE = Vpa − Vpc) associated with a reversibility was significantly decreased to 144 mV 

in the E-GnP coated CF electrode compared with that of the rGO one (269 mV). In comparison with 

the rGO and E-GnP catalyst, an enhanced catalytic activity of the E-GnP towards vanadium redox 

couples can be contributed to the defect-free basal plane for fast electron transfer and abundant edge 

oxygen functional groups. 

Mass transport property for vanadium redox reaction on each electrode is assessed by varying a scan 

rate from 1 to 10 mV in CV test (Figure 40). The Ipc/Ipa value versus scan rate was also obtained at each 

cycle in order to check the reversibility, as shown in inset images. As presented in Figure 40a, an 

unstable vanadium redox reaction was observed with a poor reversibility. In the rGO coated CF 

electrode, a relatively stable increase of redox current density was observed as increasing the scan rate 

(Figure 40b). The E-GnP coated CF electrode showed markedly higher catalytic activity with a 

proportional increase of redox current density where Ipc/Ipa value is close to ~1 (Figure 40c). This implies 

that a stable vanadium redox reaction occurs on the E-GnP coated CF electrode. We estimate the mass 

transfer rate on the electrode by plotting each CV graph from the Randles-Sevcik equation (Figure 

40d).112 The slope of the E-GNP catalyst was increased to 49% than that of untreated electrode, 

suggesting that an increased electrochemical surface area improved the mass transfer properties. 

Significantly, we found that the slope of the E-GnP catalyst is 36% higher than that of the rGO one, 

which implies that the edge-selectively functionalized structure is more favorable for the vanadium ions 

transport. 
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Figure 39. Cyclic voltammograms with untreated CF, rGO, and E-GnP coated CF electrode, showing 

a) V2+/V3+ and b) VO2+/VO2
+ redox reactions in 0.1 M negative and positive electrolyte at a scan rate 

of 5 mV s−1. c) The reduction and oxidation peak current density of each sample on positive vanadium 

redox reactions with their peak potential separation values (ΔE) associated with a polarization of 

electrode materials. 
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Figure 40. Cyclic voltammetry curves of a) untreated, b) rGO, and c) E-GnP catalyst at different scan 

rates ranged from 1 to 10 mV. Each inset image represents the ratio of anodic and cathodic peak current 

density values (Ipc/Ipa). d) plot of the redox peak current density versus the square root of scan rate for 

VO2+/VO2
+ redox reactions. 
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The cycling performance of the prepared catalyst was evaluated using a single flow cell system. The 

cell was identically assembled by stacking a proton exchange membrane, copper current collector, and 

graphite-based bipolar plate that protects a direct contact between electrolyte and current collector. 

Other affecting factors such as electrolyte concentration, flow rate, temperature, and membrane are 

fixed under same conditions (see Experimental section). Specific capacity values were calculated based 

on the total volume of electrolyte. The charge/discharge profile from 0.8 to 1.65 V is displayed in Figure 

41a. The discharge capacity of the E-GnP catalyst is increased to 35% after catalyst coating on CF 

electrode, which is 19% higher than that of the rGO sample. Moreover, this catalyst exhibited improved 

charge/discharge overpotentials due to the lowered electrochemical polarization.54 The voltage 

efficiency (VE) that is a ratio of charge/discharge voltage at various current densities is the highest in 

the E-GnP catalyst with 89.4% at 50 mA cm−2 (Figure 41b). This indicates an improved electron transfer 

property because of lowered overpotentials. In contrast, the VE value of the rGO catalyst is 80.4% at 

the same current density, which implies that the location of oxygen defect can affect a catalytic activity 

toward vanadium ions. In other words, the increase of VE value in the E-GnP catalyst can be ascribed 

to an enhanced electron conductivity on the defect-free basal plane. Coulombic efficiency (CE) is over 

97% at all samples, which is little influenced by catalyst effects. 

Figure 41c presents the energy efficiency that obtained from the VE and CE value (EE = VE × CE) 

during charge/discharge test. The flow cell based on the E-GnP catalyst shows that an improved EE 

value over 15% compared to the untreated CF, which is 5% higher than the rGO catslyst coated CF 

electrode at a current rate of 50 mA cm−2. More importantly, the rate capability at 150 mAcm−2 is the 

best in the E-GnP catalyst, while other samples show poor performance with a low EE value. The 

capacity retention was found to be stable at the E-GnP sample, showing 94% retention at 75 mA cm−2 

(Figure 41d) As increasing the current density, there was no capacity retention in the rGO catalyst at 

over 150 mA cm−2, but the E-GnP retained substantially improved charge/discharge capacity caused by 

enhanced catalytic activity. When abruptly changing the current rate from 150 to 50 mA cm−2, the 

original capacity of the E-GnP catalyst was almost recovered, presenting stable cycling performance 

during 50 cycles. This result suggests that the improved robustness of catalyst on the CF electrode and 

promising candidate for long-term cycles. 
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Figure 41. Electrochemical cycling performance of the untreated CF, rGO, E-GnP coated CF electrode. 

a) Charge/discharge voltage profiles at the current density of 50 mA cm−2. b) Coulombic and voltage 

efficiency at different current densities ranged from 50 to 150 mA cm−2. Rate capability tests show c) 

Energy efficiency and d) capacity retention profiles of each electrode cycled at various current densities. 
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The enhancement of the vanadium redox reactions can be ascribed to the unique structure of the edge-

selectively functionalized graphene materials with defect-free basal plane. The catalytic mechanism 

towards vanadium redox couples on the E-GnP catalyst is proposed as presented in Figure 42. Previous 

study reports that the oxygen functional groups can facilitate the vanadium redox reactions because this 

reaction involves the transport of oxygen atom.114 According to our results, the catalytic activity is 

affected not only by the oxygen content and functional groups but also by the location of this group. 

The oxygen content of the rGO is 12.8% (Table 2), but it showed a poor catalytic activity as confirmed 

by electrochemical tests.  

Although the E-GnP catalyst showed lower oxygen content (7.1%) than the rGO sample, this catalyst 

had a better catalytic activity towards vanadium redox couples owing to well-defined edge defect and 

clean basal plane on graphene nanoplatelets. Also, the effect of the oxygen content was investigated by 

using the E-GnP samples prepared by different ball-milling times, resulting in the catalytic activity was 

not proportional to the oxygen content. This phenomenon indicated that total amount of oxygen atom 

in graphene-based material did not play an important role in the vanadium redox reactions. Furthermore, 

it is well known that graphene generally has extremely high electrical conductivity, but it easily 

degraded by the increase of impurities such as heteroatom defect on the edge or basal plane. As for the 

rGO catalyst, the increased defect was observed by Raman and TEM experiments, which may be cause 

a poor electrochemical property. As displayed in Figure 42, the vanadium ions are adsorbed on a 

hydrophilic carboxyl group at the edge, and subsequently changing their electron states. By gaining or 

losing electron, the vanadium ions effectively diffuse into electrolyte solutions. At these redox reactions, 

the electron transfer kinetic is improved by a well-preserved basal plane in graphene with a high 

crystalline structure. More significantly, the selectively-functionalized edge structure is more 

advantageous to adsorb and desorb the vanadium redox couples, which can promote the mass transfer 

rate on the electrocatalyst. 
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Figure 42. The catalytic mechanism of vanadium redox reaction on the edge functionalized oxygen-

rich graphene nanoplatelets (E-GnP), presenting a) the V2+/V3+ and b) VO2+/VO2
+ redox reactions. 

 

 

Table 2. The atomic content of carbon and oxygen atom from XPS experiment. The E-GnP sample 

was fabricated by a different ball-milling time from 12 to 48 h. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample Carbon (at%) Oxygen (at%) 

Graphite 97.54 2.4 

E-GnP (12h) 94.12 5.8 

E-GnP (24h) 92.92 7.1 

E-GnP (48h) 87.49 12.5 

rGO 87.11 12.8 
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4.4 Summary 

The graphene-based materials are a promising for application of a vanadium redox electrocatalyst, 

but an intensive understanding of the interaction between the location of oxygen defect and catalytic 

activity is needed. In this study, we fabricated the edge functionalized graphene nanoplatelet with 

crystalline basal plane (E-GnP) under a ball-mill process in the presence of dry ice. This E-GnP catalyst 

found to present superior vanadium redox catalytic properties to catalyst produced by a modified 

Hummers' method containing the defect at the edge and basal plane. Most importantly, the 

electrocatalytic activity towards vanadium redox couples is highly dependent on the location defect. 

The oxygen functionality at the edge with defect-free basal plane of graphene can greatly increase the 

redox peak current density, and charge/discharge cycle performance. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Catalytic activity of halogen-doped graphene-based catalysts for VRFBs 

 
 

 
 

 

The catalytic activity of V2+/V3+ and VO2+/VO2
+ redox couples on the halogen-doped graphene 

nanoplatelets (F-, Cl-, and Br-GNPs) is studied by ball-milling graphite flakes with fluorine (F2), 

chlorine (Cl2), and bromine (Br2) molecules, respectively. Using the edge-selectively halogenated 

graphene materials with different edge exfoliation degrees, the vanadium redox reactions can be 

significantly facilitated by having abundant edge defects with large surface area in the order: Br-GNP 

> Cl-GNP > F-GNP. The influence of halogen functionalization on graphene nanoplatelets towards 

vanadium redox couples is further confirmed by stack-type vanadium redox flow batteries that 

demonstrates better cell performance than graphene nanoplatelets without dopant at the edges. Notably, 

the Br-GNP showed unique electrochemical performance of increased initial charge/discharge capacity 

and improved rate capability, respectively. It was found that halogen doping on graphene-based 

materials can promote vanadium redox reactions by creating effective active sites, and the 

electrocatalytic activity is dependent on edge exfoliation degree and well-preserved basal planes. 

 

This chapter has been published. 

Reproduced with permission from Park M., Jeon I.-Y., Ryu J., Jang H., Back J.-B., Cho J. Edge-

halogenated graphene nanoplatelets with F, Cl, or Br as electrocatalysts for all-vanadium redox flow 

batteries. Nano Energy, 26, 233-240 (2016). Copyright 2016. Elsevier 

 

The samples were provided from Prof. Baek. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Heteroatom doping on the carbon-based materials can promote catalytic activity towards vanadium 

redox couples by controlling effective surface active sites and electron affinity of carbon materials.31, 

147 Various heteroatom doped materials have already been reported in the fields of oxygen reduction 

(ORR) and hydrogen evolution (HER) catalysts.148-151 Halogen elements such as fluorine (F), chlorine 

(Cl), and bromine (Br) are belong to group 17 in the periodic table. They show trends in larger atomic 

size from top to bottom of the periodic table. In contrast, the electronegativity follows trend in having 

the highest value in fluorine atom. In the field of energy conversion and storage, various halogen-doped 

carbon-based materials have been reported, showing improvement of electrochemical performance.142, 

152-154 However, the effect of these types of halogen-doped carbon nanomaterials on vanadium redox 

reactions in the VRFB system has not been studied. 

In this work, the catalytic activity of vanadium redox couples on the halogen-doped graphene 

nanoplatelets was studied for the first time. The main objective of this study is to understand redox 

activities between the degree of edge exfoliation of graphene derivatives by halogens and vanadium 

redox reactions. We prepared edge-selectively halogenated graphene nanoplatelets (F-, Cl-, and Br-

GNPs) by ball-milling flake-type graphite in the presence of fluorine (F2), chlorine (Cl2), or bromine 

(Br2) molecules, respectively. In half-cell tests, the Br-GNP showed the best catalytic activity with 

highest peak current density and improved reversibility. When applied to flow cells, the Br-GNP also 

showed the improved charge and discharge capacity due to large specific surface area. Interestingly, in 

a long-term cycling test, the Br-GNP showed better stability in concentrated-acidic electrolyte than 

other samples.  
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5.2 Experimental detail 

Synthesis of X-GNPs (X = F, Cl, or Br) 

Edge halogenated graphene nanoplatelet (X-GNPs) was fabricated by ball-milling graphite flake in the 

presence of halogen elements, followed by a previous literature. Briefly, pristine graphite (5.0 g) was 

placed with diluted fluorine (F2), chlorine (Cl2), or bromine (Br2) in a stainless steel container with 

stainless steel balls (500 g, diameter 5 mm). The steel container was sealed and degassed after reducing 

pressure (0.05 mmHg) to remove air and then fixed in a planetary ball-mill machine and agitated at 500 

rpm for 48 h. The prepared samples were Soxhlet extracted with acetone to remove unreactive materials 

and washed with 1 M HCl solution to remove metallic impurities. Finally, a dark black powders of F-

GNP, Cl-GNP, or Br-GNP were obtained by freeze-drying them at −120 °C for 48 h. The H-GNP as 

control sample was synthesized in the presence of H2 gas by same process. 

Electrochemical measurements 

The prepared catalysts were coated on the carbon felt and drying at 60 °C, respectively. Briefly, the 

catalyst ink was prepared by dissolving 20 mg of catalyst particles in the mixture of 100 μl of 5 wt% 

Nafion and 900 μl of ethanol by ultrasonically blending for 20 min. The 5 mg cm−2 of catalyst ink was 

coated onto a carbon felt, and then dried at 60 °C for 12 h. CVs were obtained using a three-electrode 

cell system. A working electrode with a diameter of 6 mm carbon felt was equipped with a platinum 

wire and Ag/AgCl reference electrode in 0.1 M V2+ and V4+ electrolytes dissolved in 3 M H2SO4 solution 

for negative and positive half-cell test, respectively. For a flow cell test, 3 mm of carbon felt electrode 

with an active area of 5 cm2 were used as the positive and negative electrode, respectively. The positive 

and negative electrolytes were prepared by electrolysis of 2 M VOSO4 in 3 M H2SO4 solution, and each 

20 mL positive and negative electrolytes was used at charge/discharge test, respectively. Carbon felt 

electrode was compressed from 3 mm to 2 mm thickness. Nafion117 membrane (thickness of 183 μm), 

graphite-based bipolar plate, copper current collectors were stacked. The flow cell was charged and 

discharged under the operating potential range of 1.65 to 0.8 V with a flow rate of 50 mL min−1. Other 

affecting factors such as electrolyte concentration, flow rate, temperature, and membrane were fixed 

under same conditions. 
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5.3 Results and discussion 

Figure 43 showed the schematic diagram for fabrication process of edge-selectively halogenated 

graphene nanoplatets (X-GNP, X = F, Cl, or Br) from graphite flakes. The graphite flakes with a size of 

ca. 150 μm were crushed by ball-mill method in the presence of halogens such as F2, Cl2, and Br2 

molecules to fabricate the F-GNP, Cl-GNP, and Br-GNP, respectively. Halogen elements were reacted 

with activated carbon species on the graphite edges that were generated by sufficient kinetic energy.152 

As schematically presented in Figure 43a, each halogen has its own size, and bromine dopant has lager 

atomic size than other halogens, which can impact on the degree of exfoliation of graphitic layers. 

Elemental analysis by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) show successful doping of each 

halogen (Figure 43b). The elemental content of halogens on the F-GNP, Cl-GNP, and Br-GNP from 

SEM EDXS was 2.62%, 1.08%, and 1.74% (Table 3). As shown in magnified scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) images, each sample exhibited similar particle size (<1 μm) and morphology, 

resulting in significant size reduction. As a control sample, hydrogen-doped graphene nanoplatelet (H-

GNP) was used, indicating the sample without halogenation, which also showed similar shape of X-

GNPs (Figure 44). 

To analyze nanostructure of each sample, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was 

carried out. Edge-selectively functionalized graphene nanoplatelets could be prepared via ball-milling 

of graphite. According to this process, we can obtain the unique morphologies of well-preserved 

graphitic basal plane with defect-rich edge sites.142 As shown in Figure 45, all samples have abundant 

defects at the edges due to halogenation of graphene nanoplatelets. This defective structure of the X-

GNPs can be advantageous to adsorption and desorption of vanadium redox couples. Simultaneously, 

it was observed that all samples have well-ordered graphitic basal planes, which can improve electrical 

conductivity for vanadium redox reactions (Figure 45a−c). Although the X-GNPs showed similar 

nanostructure, the presence of F, Cl, and Br with oxygen element that act as a main redox active site in 

each sample was obviously verified by elemental mapping. We also carried out Raman analysis to 

confirm difference of defect structures of the X-GNPs (Figure 46). Interestingly, the ratio of D band 

was increased as increasing the dopant atomic size from fluorine to bromine elements. This result was 

also consistent with BET surface area (Table 4), implying that defect ratio and specific surface area 

value were proportional to the size of halogens. This defect-rich environment and high specific surface 

area could be helpful for the vanadium redox reactions. 
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Figure 43. a) The synthetic pathway of halogen-doped graphene nanoplatelets, showing SEM image of 

pristine graphite flakes with a diameter of ca. 150 μm and edge-selectively halogenated graphene 

nanoplatets (X-GNP, X = F, Cl, or Br). b) SEM images with elemental mapping of the F, Cl, and Br-

GNP samples, showing doped halogens with similar particle size of ca. 1 μm. 

 

 

Table 3. EDXS data of the F-GNP, Cl-GNP, and Br-GNP samples. 

Element F-GNP [at%] Cl-GNP [at%] Br-GNP [at%] 

C 91.63 92.40 90.58 

O 5.75 6.52 7.68 

F 2.62 - - 

Cl - 1.08 - 

Br - - 1.74 
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Figure 44. SEM images of a) the H-GNP sample and b) its magnified image, showing graphene 

nanoplatelet with a diameter of <1 μm.  
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Figure 45. HR-TEM images of the a) F-GNP, b) Cl-GNP, and c) Br-GNP along with their elemental 

mapping of carbon, oxygen, and halogens, respectively. Every magnified image from yellow box shows 

defective edge sites (white arrow). 

 

Table 4. BET surface area of the F-GNP, Cl-GNP, and Br-GNP samples. 

Sample F-GNP Cl-GNP Br-GNP 

BET surface area [m2 g−1] 135 550 595 
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Figure 46. Raman analysis of the pristine graphite, H-GNP, and X-GNPs (X = F, Cl, or Br) samples, 

showing D and G band. 
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To further analyze the surface chemical composition of the X-GNP (X = F, Cl, or Br) samples, X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was employed, in which all spectra were calibrated to C1s peak 

centered at 284.2 eV. XPS spectra of all samples shows two distinct peaks of C 1s and O 1s (Figure 

47a). The H-GNP sample only shows carbon and oxygen peaks where the contents of C and O atoms 

were 85.5 at% and 14.0 at%. As shown in Figure 47b, high-resolution C1s spectra could be assigned to 

C=C (284.2 eV), C-O (285.9 eV), and C=O (288.5 eV). O 1s peaks of the X-GNPs also showed 

abundant oxygen functionalities that originated from air moisture (Figure 47c). The amount of oxygen 

moieties of the F-GNP, Cl-GNP, and Br-GNP was obtained to 9.31 at%, 10.03 at%, and 9.90 at%, 

respectively. After halogenation of graphene nanoplatelets, apparent change of surface chemistry was 

observed in all X-GNP samples. Atomic contents of halogens on the X-GNPs were presented in Table 

5. The F-GNP sample showed C-F bonding at 687.2eV and content of fluorine on surface was 2.68 at% 

(Figure 47d). Cl 2p peak that indicating carbon with Cl bonding (4.53 at%) could be assigned to Cl 2p1/2 

and Cl 2p3/2 (Figure 47e). Compared with F 1s and Cl 2p spectra, Br 3d peaks can be divided to covalent 

(C-Br) and ionic bonds (C-Br+-C), as shown in Figure 47f. The content of Br element on the surface 

was 1.98 at%. These ionic bonds between halogens and carbon of Br-GNP could improve 

electrocatalytic activity.152  
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Figure 47. a) XPS survey scan and b) C 1s and c) O 1s spectra of the H-GNP and X-GNP (X = F, Cl, 

or Br) samples. High-resolution d) F 1s spectra of the F-GNP sample, e) Cl 2p spectra of the Cl-GNP 

sample, and f) Br 3d spectra of the Br-GNP sample. 

 

Table 5. XPS data of the F-GNP, Cl-GNP, and Br-GNP samples. 

Element  H-GNP [at%] F-GNP [at%] Cl-GNP [at%] Br-GNP [at%] 

C 85.53 87.9 85.09 88.11 

O 14.01 9.31 10.03 9.90 

F - 2.68 - - 

Cl - - 4.53 - 

Br  - - 1.98 
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To examine the effect of halogen atoms and different edge expansion degree on the X-GNPs (X = F, 

Cl, or Br) for vanadium redox reactions, cyclic voltammetry (CV) tests were carried out using three-

electrode system. The half-cell consists of Pt-wire, Ag/AgCl, and catalyst-coated carbon felt (CF) as a 

counter electrode, reference, working electrode, respectively, in 0.1 M of negative and positive 

electrolytes at a scan rate of 5 mV s−1. The pristine CF showed poor electrochemical performance with 

high peak potential separation values in both V2+/V3+ and VO2+/VO2
+ half-cells (Figures 48a and b). 

The X-GNP samples exhibited significantly improved redox onset potential and current densities in 

comparison to the pristine CF. Onset potentials in oxidation and reduction reactions (V2+/V3+) in 

negative half-cell test were similar to those in the Cl- and Br-GNP samples. However, in positive half-

cell test, the Br-GNP sample was found to have higher electrocatalytic activity towards vanadium redox 

couples than the Cl-GNP sample (Figure 48b). This result suggested that halogen functional groups 

could have more influence on the positive half-cell reaction (VO2+/VO2
+) than the negative half-cell 

reactions (V2+/V3+). As shown in CV test, the redox current densities of the X-GNPs in positive half-

cells were obtained in the order: Br-GNP > Cl-GNP > F-GNP. As for the VO2+/VO2
+ redox reactions on 

the Br-GNP, the reduction peak current density was increased to −42.9 mA cm−2 from −23.0 mA cm−2 

compared to the pristine CF, and the reversibility of VO2+/VO2
+ ions was highly improved.  

Additionally, we increased the scan rate of CVs from 1 to 10 mV s−1 to estimate the mass transfer 

property on X-GNP samples (Figure 48c). When increasing the scan rate, redox current densities of all 

samples were gradually increased. Although the redox current density of the Cl- and Br GNP was similar 

at low scan rate, the difference became more obvious at a high scan rate over 7 mV s−1
. The current 

densities from CVs were plotted by using the Randle-Sevcik equation.155 The slopes of each sample 

were compared in Figure 49, which were increased from the F-GNP to Br-GNP samples. The slope of 

the Br-GNP showed 28% and 31% higher values than that of the F-GNP in oxidation and reduction 

reactions, respectively. Considering this trend on electrochemical active site of the X-GNPs, the mass 

transport property was proportional to the increase of specific surface area. It was also reported that the 

edge-selectively halogenated graphene nanoplatelets have different degree of edge delamination by 

increase of halogen element size.152, 154 As illustrated in Figure 48d, we proposed that the increased 

degree of edge exfoliation by larger halogen element could promote vanadium redox reactions. Thus, 

this abundant active site introduced by halogen functionalization could improve the adsorption and 

desorption of vanadium redox ions on the edge defects. 
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Figure 48. Cyclic voltammograms with the pristine carbon felt (CF), X-GNP (X = F, Cl, or Br) coated 

CF electrodes, showing a) V2+/V3+ and b) VO2+/VO2
+ half-cell reactions (0.1 M V2+ and V4+ electrolytes 

dissolved in 3 M H2SO4 solution). c) Cyclic voltammetry curves of the F-GNP, Cl-GNP, and Br-GNP 

catalyst at different scan rates ranged from 1 to 10 mV s−1. d) The proposed electrocatalytic mechanism 

of vanadium redox couples on the X-GNPs with the different degree of edge exfoliations. 
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Figure 49. Plot of oxidation and reduction peak current densities versus square root of scan rates for 

the positive vanadium redox reaction of the F-GNP, Cl-GNP, and Br-GNP catalyst. 
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To demonstrate the practical application of the X-GNP (X = F, Cl, or Br) catalysts in the VRFBs, 

electrochemical charge and discharge measurements were carried out via stack-type flow cell system. 

This cell was assembled by stacking catalyst-coated carbon felt electrodes, copper current collectors 

with graphite bipolar plate, and a proton exchange membrane.29, 156 Other specifications for flow cell 

conditions were noted at Method section. To maximize the catalytic effect towards vanadium redox 

reactions, we used the carbon felt having low electrochemical performance than other previously 

reported one.54, 55 As shown in Figure 50a, the pristine carbon felt shows poor electrochemical 

performance such as low initial discharge capacity under 10 Ah L−1. In comparison to the H-GNP as 

control sample that has no heteroatom functionalization, the X-GNP samples showed noticeable 

increase in charge/discharge capacity. Initial discharge capacity of the Br-GNP was 17.1 Ah L−1 at a 

current density of 50 mA cm−2. This increased capacity can be ascribed to the increase of redox active 

sites by edge halogenation.  

The rate capability test of the X-GNP samples was performed as increasing current densities from 50 

to 150 mA cm−2. As shown in Figure 51, the pristine CF and H-GNP demonstrated poor rate capability, 

showing low capacity retention at high current rates because of low catalytic activity toward vanadium 

redox couples. However, with increasing current densities, the Br-GNP showed higher electrochemical 

performance than the F-GNP and Cl-GNP, led to an improved capacity retention at a current density of 

150 mA cm−2 (Figure 50b). In addition, when abruptly converting the current density from 150 to 50 

mA cm−2, the initial capacity was recovered in the Br-GNP sample, and showed stable cycle 

performance for 50 cycles. The volumetric energy density (derived from total electrolyte volume of 40 

mL) of the Br-GNP also showed the highest at all stages compared to other samples, showing about 24 

Wh L−1 and 16 Wh L−1 at a current density of 50 mA cm−2 and 10 mA cm−2, respectively (Figure 50c). 

These rate tests suggested that the electrical conductivity of the Br-GNP at high current densities was 

much better than that of the F-GNP and Cl-GNP. Thus, the Br-GNP greatly promoted the vanadium 

redox reactions at high charge/discharge current densities, presumably by reducing cell polarization. In 

addition, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurement was well consistent with the 

trend of rate test, showing the lowest charge transfer resistance in the Br-GNP due to better charge 

transfer properties than other samples (Figure 52). Accordingly, it was inferred that a large degree of 

edge exfoliation by bromine functionalities may seem like an advantage to adsorption and desorption 

of vanadium ions, leading to decrease of cell overpotentials in the concentrated-acidic electrolytes.  

Energy efficiency (EE) value, a product of coulombic efficiency and voltage efficiency (CE × VE), 

is considered as an important parameter to evaluate the battery performance in large-scale energy 

storage system. As presented in Figure 50d, the pristine CF exhibited low EE value of 66% at 50 mA 

cm−2, and the H-GNP has little influence on the enhancement of EE value. After coating the X-GNP 

catalysts on CF electrode, all EE values were approached to >80% due to catalytic effect of halogen 
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doping on grapheme nanoplatelets. Notably, the Br-GNP showed substantially improved cell 

performance, showing the EE, VE, and CE values of ca. 86.8, 89.5, and 97.0% at 50 mA cm−2, 

respectively. On the basis of the experimental results, the Br-GNP was proved to be effective 

electrocatalyst in the VRFB system. 

 

 

 

Figure 50. Electrochemical performance of VRFBs equipped with the pristine CF, H-GNP, and X-GNP 

(X = F, Cl, or Br) coated CF electrodes. The positive and negative electrolytes were prepared by 

dissolving 2 M VOSO4 in 3 M H2SO4 solution, followed by electrolysis. a) Charge-discharge voltage 

profiles at 50 mA cm−2. Rate capability test showing b) capacity retention and c) volumetric energy 

density values at different current densities from 50 to 150 mA cm−2. d) Energy, voltage, and coulombic 

efficiencies at 50 mA cm−2.  
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Figure 51. Capacity retention of the pristine CF and H-GNP sample for 50 cycles at various current 

densities. 

 

 

Figure 52. Nyquist plot showing electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data for the X-GNP 

(X = F, Cl, or Br) samples in 0.1 M VOSO4 dissolved in 3 M H2SO4 solution. 
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5.4 Summary 

In summary, we firstly examine the electrocatalytic activity towards V2+/V3+ and VO2+/VO2
+ redox 

couples on edge-selectively halogenated graphene nanoplatelets, X-GNPs (X = F, Cl, or Br). As for the 

surface chemical composition of X-GNPs, the content of oxygen containing groups known as main 

active sites for vanadium redox ions were similar to all samples (ca. 9 – 10 at.%), as shown in XPS 

results. However, it was proved that different halogen functionality at the graphene edges can affect the 

vanadium redox reactions, showing the increased catalytic activity in the Br-GNP samples due to the 

ionic bond of C-Br+-C. More importantly, in terms of edge exfoliation degrees in the X-GNPs samples, 

we show that vanadium redox reactions can be significantly improved by having more edge defects 

with large surface area. These phenomena are further supported by similar results from oxygen 

reduction reaction.142 The influence of halogen functionalization at the edges on graphene nanoplatelets 

is further confirmed by stack-type flow cell tests that demonstrate much higher cell performance when 

using the Br-GNP catalysts compared to the pristine CF. We found that halogen doping on graphene-

based materials can significantly promote vanadium redox reactions by creating effective active sites, 

and the electrocatalytic activity is substantially dependent on an edge exfoliation degree. These results 

suggest a new insight into the heteroatom doping for highly efficient VRFB electrocatalysts. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Organic redox couples for lithium-based flow batteries 

 

 
 

Organic compounds are promising candidates as the redox-active species in energy storage systems 

for green and renewable energy applications. Here, we report molecular structure-dependent 

electrochemical properties of organic liquid catholytes by utilizing fused cyclic quinone derivatives. A 

combined experimental and theoretical approach reveals that modulation of molecular structures and 

their corresponding electronic properties can affect the electrochemical lithiation behaviors of redox-

active constitutional isomers. Reversible redox reactions of the quinone based catholytes allow high 

power density (~367 Wh kg−1) and stable electrochemical performances even at 60°C up to 100 cycles 

(>93.5%). Moreover, prototype flexible and flowable rechargeable lithium batteries are constructed 

exhibiting excellent electrochemical performances under the repeated mechanical bending and 

stretching. The design of flexible tube-type lithium batteries with organic catholytes can aid in the 

development of effective energy-storage systems. 

 

This chapter has been published. 

Reproduced with permission from Park M., Shin D. S., Ryu J., Choi M., Park N., Hong S. Y., et al. 

Organic-Catholyte-Containing Flexible Rechargeable Lithium Batteries. Adv Mater, 27, 5141-5146 

(2015). Copyright 2015. Wiley-VCH 

 

Shin D.S. carried out the TGA and NMR analysis; 

Choi M. performed the DFT calculation. 
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6.1 Introduction 

Clean, renewable, and sustainable energy storage systems have been extensively investigated to meet 

the demands of modern society177, 178. Among various redox-active organic electrode materials, such as 

organosulfur compounds, nitroxide radical bearing polymers, and conducting polymers, the carbonyl-

group containing molecules have been highlighted due to their superior electrochemical performances89, 

179. Quinone-based molecules are one of the promising candidates for lithium-based batteries because 

of their molecular structural diversity with relatively fast electron and ionic transfer kinetics89, 179-181. 

However, the dissolution issue places an obstacle for their practical applications, causing capacity 

fading over the cycles182-184.  

In contrast, the soluble redox-active organic molecules are highly required for the development of 

catholytes (dissolved-organic cathode materials in liquid electrolytes) in flow batteries. For instance, 

recent studies have shown that liquid catholytes could provide reliable capacities and high 

reversibility185-187, as demonstrated by a modified anthraquinone185, 2,5-di-tert-butyl-1,4-bis(2-

methoxyethoxy)benzene (DBBB)186, and 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO)187. Although 

extensive studies have focused on the highly soluble catholytes, to the best of our knowledge, the 

electrochemical properties affected by molecular structures in liquid catholytes has rarely been 

discussed. 

In this study, to investigate the structure-dependent electrochemical performance of redox active 

organic catholytes, we present novel redox-active catholyte molecules based on 5,12-

naphthacenequinone (NAQ) and 1,2-benzanthraquinone (BAQ). The newly discovered structural 

dependence of quinone isomers in liquid catholyte is greatly related to redox potentials, voltage plateaus, 

and electrochemical properties. More interestingly, the flexible rechargeable lithium batteries 

containing our organic catholyte have been successfully demonstrated stable electrochemical 

performances even under the severe bending/stretching deformations. 
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6.2 Experimental detail 

Preparation of organic liquid catholytes  

5, 12-naphthacenequinone (NAQ, >98%, Tokyo chemical industry) and 1,2-benzanthraquinone (BAQ, 

>95%, Tokyo chemical industry) were used as organic redox-active materials. 1.3 M lithium 

bis(trifluoromethane sulfonyl) imide (LiTFSI) in tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME) 

electrolyte solution was supplied from Panax Starlyte. All samples were treated and prepared at argon 

filled globe box. After fine grinding, the organic powder was poured into 1.3 M LiTFSI in TEGDME 

electrolyte, followed by sonication for 1 h. We prepared 0.05 M of NAQ and BAQ catholytes for half-

cell test. In addition, more concentrated 0.5 M BAQ was prepared in order for injection in the tube-type 

cells. 

Design of flexible tube-type lithium batteries  

Lithium foil and copper mesh was stacked, and wound it to spiral shape. The twisted bundle of Li and 

Cu mesh was wrapped with PE separator. Continuously, this assembly was wound by carbon cloth (1071 

HCB, AvCarb) and aluminum mesh, followed by packaged using heat shrinkable rubber. Finally, 

catholytes were injected in the cell with a volume of 0.8 mL, followed by heating shrinkable tubes using 

heat gun. We fabricated our batteries with a size of 10 cm and 40 cm core assembly (including Cu 

mesh/Li foil/Separator/Carbon cloth/Al mesh), except negative and positive tap and sealing parts. Both 

ends of each cell were sealed up using glue gun, showing no leakage of liquid catholytes. As for the 

flowable cells, the tubes were connected at the end of flow cell (Figure 55). 

Electrochemical measurements of quinone constitutional isomers 

0.05 M of NAQ and BAQ were dissolved in electrolyte, which was used in 2016R type coin cell. The 

carbon paper with thickness of 280 μm (TGP-H-090, Toray) was used as positive electrode and 

microporous polyethylene (PE) was used as separator. Coin cells were assembled in an argon filled 

glove box using lithium metal as counter electrode. 50 μL of active materials was filled each coin cell. 

The voltage window was ranged from 1.8 to 2.7 V versus Li/Li+. As for the electrochemical test of 

flexible tube-type lithium batteries, the voltage window was ranged from 1.6 to 3.5 V with constant 

current of 3 mA and 5 mA. The value of current was divided by the area of carbon cloth electrode (1 

cm by 10 cm), resulting in 0.25 and 0.41 mA cm−2.  

DFT calculation  

The quantum chemical parameters were calculated using the density functional theory (DFT), as 

implemented in NWChem package. The exchange-correlation functional developed by the Perdew, 

Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) was used along with the correlation consistent cc-pVDZ basis set188, 189. 
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Characterization 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained using a FE-SEM (S-4800, Hitachi) 

operating at 10 kV. Proton NMR (δH) spectra were recorded on an Agilent 400-MR DD2. Chemical 

shifts are indicated on the δ scale in ppm. A battery cycler (WBC3000, WonAtech) was used to evaluate 

the electrochemical properties. The electrochemical impedance spectrum (EIS) was measured on a 

single potentiostat (Ivium) by applying an alternating voltage of 5 mV over the frequency ranging from 

10−2 to 105 Hz. In-situ bending measurement was tested using a bending tester (INSTRON Co.) with 

speed of 10 and 50 mm min−1 and applied strain of 7.0 N during the cycling. 

 

 

 

Figure 55. (a) Photograph of the fabricated flexible tube-type lithium battery, where (b) tubes were 

inserted at the end of cells in order to circulate the organic catholyte.  
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6.3 Results and discussion 

Two quinone-based constitutional isomers of NAQ and BAQ as a redox-active organic catholyte 

molecules were selected, and they belong to the Wurster type redox system according to Hünig’s 

classification: the quinone core transforms to aromatic after two-electron transfer (Figure 56a and b)190. 

The electrochemical properties were evaluated using a half-cell with lithium foil as the counter electrode 

and carbon paper as the current collector of the positive electrode. The operating voltage ranged from 

1.8 to 2.7 V vs. Li/Li+. The cells contained 0.05 M of either NAQ or BAQ dissolved in an organic 

electrolyte. As shown in Figure 56c, the NAQ cell showed an initial discharge capacity of 172 mAh g−1 

at a current rate of 24 mA g−1 with plateaus close to 2.20 V. These voltage plateaus were ascribed to the 

reduction of the carbonyl moiety, leading to the formation of the dilithium aryloxide (C−O−Li) 

structure88. The BAQ cell showed an initial discharge capacity of 169 mAh g−1 under the same 

conditions as those of NAQ, and showed two distinct voltage plateaus at 2.24 and 2.43 V (Figure 56d). 

Both isomers showed specific capacities close to the theoretical capacity of 208 mAh g−1. The redox 

potentials were further characterized via dQ/dV analysis, as shown in the inset images of Figure 56. 

Unlike the NAQ, the BAQ showed two redox peaks suggesting that the changes in molecular symmetry 

are related with variations in HOMO/LUMO levels; thereby influence the electrochemical 

performances of quinone derivatives.  
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Figure 56. The two-electron electrochemical lithiation and delithiation of the (a) NAQ and (b) BAQ 

molecules. Voltage profiles of the (c) NAQ and (d) BAQ catholytes for 5 cycles at a current rate of 25 

mA g−1 with an inset showing the differential curves of the 1 to 3 cycles. All the specific capacities are 

calculated based on the mass of quinone derivatives. 
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In addition, the rate capability of the NAQ and BAQ catholytes was measured by increasing the 

current rate from 24 to 967 mA g−1 (Figure 57). Capacity losses of the samples were observed as the 

current density increased. Noticeably, capacity reversal behavior was detected at a current density of 97 

or 194 mA g−1, as shown in Figure 64a–b. Similar behaviors have been also observed in other organic 

cathode materials ascribed to chemical lithiation187, 191, 192. From the perspective of energy density, BAQ 

has a high energy density of ~367 Wh kg−1 at a current density of 24 mA g−1. As current density increases, 

the BAQ cell showed better electrochemical performance compared with the NAQ cell. The BAQ cell 

showed stable capacity retention over 50 cycles. This included a charge/discharge capacity of ~124 

mAh g−1 and coulombic efficiency of >99.5% at a current rate of 967 mA g−1 without discernable 

capacity loss (Figure 58).  

Capacity fading often occurs at high temperatures in lithium batteries because of the deformation or 

decomposition of the electrode materials; therefore, we tested the stability of the cells at high 

temperature193. Notably, both the NAQ and BAQ cells showed good thermal stability and no significant 

capacity loss during the charging/discharging process (Figure 64d). Especially, the BAQ cell presented 

better capacity retention (>93.5%) for 100 cycles (except the first cycle) even at an operating 

temperature of 60 °C. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) confirmed the thermal stabilities of the 

quinone derivatives where the decomposition temperatures were above 200°C (Figure 59). 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were conducted to investigate the 

internal resistance of the cells with respect to the charge transfer process (as shown in Figure 60, where 

the semi-circle indicates the charge transfer resistance (Rct)). The smaller Rct value of the BAQ sample 

was measured than that of NAQ implying the favorable kinetics in the BAQ cell. 

To further investigate the stability of quinone derivatives, the NAQ and BAQ cells after 50 cycles 

were disassembled in an argon-filled glove box and then stored for 10 days. SEM was used to check 

any degradation of the carbon paper and formation of dendritic Li metal on the anode (Figure 61a). 

There was no indication of discernable damage to the surface of the carbon fibers; only the residue of 

the organic electrode materials was observed (Figure 61b–c). Notably, dendritic lithium formation was 

observed in the NAQ cell, whereas the surface of the lithium anode was clean in the BAQ cell (Figure 

62). This suggests that BAQ is more suitable for long-term cycling than NAQ. In addition, the stable 

cyclability of BAQ was confirmed by 1H NMR spectra, which showed no change in the chemical shifts, 

even after 50 cycles (Figure 63). 
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Figure 57. Rate capability tests of the (a) 0.05 M NAQ and (b) 0.05 M BAQ catholytes at various 

current densities: 24, 49, 97, 194, and 967 mA g−1 with approximate C rates (from right to left). (c) 

Energy densities with increasing the current rate from 24 to 194 mA g−1 every 5 cycles. (d) High 

temperature cycling tests of NAQ and BAQ samples at 60°C at a current rate of 24 mA g−1 for 100 

cycles. The potential window is fixed to 1.8−2.7 V versus Li/Li+ and all the specific capacities and 

current densities are calculated based on the mass of organic active materials. 
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Figure 58. Cycling data of (a) 0.05 M NAQ and (b) 0.05 M BAQ catholytes at a current rate of 967 

mA g−1. 
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Figure 59. TGA curves of NAQ and BAQ catholytes. 
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Figure 60. EIS measurement of NAQ and BAQ catholytes with the alternating voltage of 5 mV over 

the frequency ranging from 10−2 to 105 Hz. 
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Figure 61. SEM images of (a) pristine carbon paper with a diameter of 7 μm, and the carbon paper after 

cycling in (b) NAQ and (c) BAQ cells.   
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Figure 62. Photograph of disassembled (a) 0.05 M NAQ coin cell. SEM images (b and c) of surface 

structure of lithium metal in NAQ cells, presenting highly grown lithium dendrite. Photograph of 

disassembled (d) 0.05 M BAQ coin cell, showing SEM images (e and g) of surface structure of lithium 

metal. 
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Figure 63. The 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz, Acetone-d6) of BAQ catholytes through electrochemical 

cycles. Samples were prepared by washing carbon papers which kept cycled BAQ catholyte with NMR 

solvents. 
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To provide further insights into the origin of isomeric effect between NAQ and BAQ on 

electrochemical characteristics, we calculated the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the 

LUMO energy levels (as shown in Figure 64). The relative redox potential of redox-active organic 

molecules can be estimated by comparing to the value of LUMO energy level180. A lower LUMO energy 

level (–3.82 eV) of BAQ compared to that of NAQ (–3.56 eV) implies a greater electron affinity and a 

higher reduction potential. In addition, the spin density distribution in BAQ is asymmetric, whereas in 

NAQ it is symmetric. The change in structure and consequent change in electron density can affect the 

electrochemical lithiation and delithiation reactions, which is in agreement with the electrochemical 

tests showing different charge/discharge potentials between NAQ and BAQ. Furthermore, the Eg value 

(the difference between LUMO and HOMO energy level) of BAQ (–1.98 eV) is smaller than that of 

NAQ (–2.25 eV). 

 

 

Figure 64. Energy level diagram. The HOMO/LUMO plots of the BAQ and NAQ, and their associated 

energy diagrams relative to vacuum level (Evac), where the HOMO-LUMO gap is indicated.  
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After studying the electrochemical properties of the quinone derivatives, our attention was drawn to 

the construction of flexible tube-type lithium batteries containing organic catholyte. To build up flexible 

energy storage devices, rapid progresses have been made in the field of lithium-ion batteries, 

supercapacitors, and zinc-air cells194-199. The design of these batteries includes the cable200, 201, 

stretchable202, 203, and wire-shaped type204 etc. Despite extensive studies to construct flexible electrodes 

by utilizing intrinsically flexible electrode materials, or flexible supports for composite electrode, 

conventional solid-phase electrodes bring mechanical limitations197. As an alternative approach, we 

replace solid-phase organic electrode materials with organic liquid catholytes to prevent the dissolution 

and displacement of electrode materials from current collectors.  

Figure 65a shows a schematic design of our prototype battery system. The fabrication process is 

described in detail in the experimental section and in Figure 65. After dissolving the organic electrode 

material in a non-aqueous electrolyte (TEGDME), we directly injected the liquid phase of BAQ 

catholyte (Figure 65b), avoiding an additional coating process in the production of the electrode 

composite. The copper and aluminum mesh contains diamond-shaped holes that allow the organic 

active materials to infiltrate the current collector (Figure 66). The cell cycling behaviors of the prototype 

flexible battery system under a static mode using 0.5 M and 0.05 M of BAQ catholyte are presented in 

Figure 65e and Figure 67, respectively. 0.5 M of BAQ showed increased operation time per cycle, 

compared to the 0.05 M BAQ cell where ~100% of coulombic efficiency was achieved. As shown in 

Figure 65f, our system shows reliable cycle performance over 50 cycles under static mode. The energy 

efficiency of the 0.5 M BAQ cells was ~80%, and the coulombic efficiency was ~100% at a current rate 

of 0.41 mA cm−2.  
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Figure 65. Construction of prototype organic catholyte-containing flexible tube-type lithium batteries 

and their electrochemical performance. (a) A schematic of the battery configuration, and the 

impregnation of the catholyte in the carbon fiber fabrics, and (b) photograph of BAQ liquid catholyte. 

(c–d) Close-up photographs of the battery showing the principle component. (e) The charge/discharge 

cycle behavior, and (f) cycling performance of BAQ catholyte for 50 cycles at a current rate of 0.41 mA 

cm−2 and voltage window from 1.6 to 3.5 V. 
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Figure 66. (a) Spiral lithium foil with Cu mesh, which was stretched coaxially, followed by (b) PE 

separator winding on (a). SEM image of (c) copper mesh with diamond-shaped holes and (d) carbon 

cloth woven. Finally, (e) carbon cloth and Al mesh winding on (b). 

 

 

Figure 67. Cycling data of flexible tube-type lithium batteries with 0.05 M of BAQ at a current rate of 

0.41 mA cm−2, and voltage window from 1.6 to 3.5 V, including the value of coulombic efficiency 

during cycling. 
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To examine the mechanical flexibility of the system, tube-type lithium batteries were repeatedly bent 

and stretched by a tensile tester during the charge/discharge process. Figure 68a shows the open circuit 

voltage (OCV) under a slow bending and stretching condition of 10 mm min−1 after charging to 3.0 V. 

The cell maintained a voltage of around 2.8 V, and there was no significant voltage drop during bending 

and stretching. Figure 68b the comparative voltage profiles of BAQ during discharge at a current rate 

of 0.25 mA cm−2 under both the unstressed and stressed (bending/stretching) conditions. Notably, no 

discernable capacity loss was observed under repetitive bending/stretching condition at a speed of 10 

mm min−1. Interestingly, we observed a fluctuation in the discharge voltages during the repetitive 

bending (Figure 68b, Inset). This can be attributed to the change in contact resistance in the cell 

assembly. In addition, fast in-situ flexible test was conducted under the harsh condition with the 

bending/stretching rate of 50 mm min−1, corresponding to one cycle of bending and stretching every 

two minutes.  

Further, we have demonstrated reliable cell performance under various bending and twisting 

conditions, which bodes well for the practical applications. Figure 68c shows a photograph of a blue 

light-emitting diode (LED) that remained constantly lit while the tube-type cell was under severe 

twisting conditions. The excellent flexibility may arise from the unique tube-cell design using a solution 

phase electrode infiltrated in carbon cloth. The energy and power of the cell can be easily increased by 

bundling the tube-type cells in a series or parallel manner (Figure 69c). Also, the operation time and 

power output of our system can be improved by increasing the tube size and length (Figure 69b, d). 

Therefore, the system can be efficiently adaptable to large-scale energy-storage systems and electric 

vehicles. 

Additionally, we performed a flow cell test using the tube-type system under intermittent flow mode, 

as illustrated in Figure 68d. This concept is regarded as an effective way to operate the flowable cathode 

materials and to immediately supply the fresh active materials205, 206. The tube-type cell is connected to 

a circulation pump and catholyte tank (Figure 68e). An external reservoir contained 3 mL of BAQ 

catholyte that sporadically circulated in tube-cell. The volumetric energy density of our cell was around 

55 Wh L−1 at a current density of 0.41 mA cm−2 for the first discharge process with an average operation 

voltage of 2.3 V (Figure 68f). Notably, the operating time was increased when the fresh catholyte was 

intermittently supplied in the cell.  
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Figure 68. a−c. Flexibility tests of tube-type lithium batteries. (a) Open circuit voltage (OCV) under 

bending/stretching. Inset shows a photograph of flexibility test at a speed of 10 mm min−1, (b) voltage 

profile versus discharge capacity during non-bending/stretching (blue line) and bending and stretching 

(red line) at a speed of 10 mm min−1, and (c) a large-scale of battery operating blue LEDs. d−f. Catholyte 

flow tests of tube-type lithium batteries. (d) Schematic of the flowable organic liquid catholyte in our 

cell, (e) digital photograph of a battery equipped with a pump system and an electrolyte tank, operating 

a red LED, and (f) intermittent-flow tests in the tube-type cell at a current density of 0.41 mA cm−2. 
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Figure 69. Application of flexible tube-type lithium batteries. (a) A red LED light operation under 

twisting condition. (b) Photograph of flexible tube-type lithium batteries with a total length of 25 cm 

and 50 cm, and their end parts, which was sealed up using glue gun, showing no leakage of organic 

catholyte. (c) A bunch of flexible tube-type lithium batteries connected in a series manner. (d) The 

power density of flexible tube-type lithium battery with different length of 10 cm, 20 cm, and 30 cm 

core assembly injected with 0.5 M BAQ catholyte, respectively. Each cell was connected in series. 
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7.4 Summary 

In conclusion, molecular structure-dependent electrochemical performances were observed. BAQ 

catholyte showed much higher redox potentials than NAQ catholyte owing to lower LUMO energy 

levels, and it showed improved electrochemical performance with a satisfactory thermal stability at 

60°C over 100 cycles. Moreover, novel tube-type architecture for the flexible rechargeable lithium 

batteries was demonstrated. The prototype battery filled with BAQ catholyte showed superior cell 

performance under bending and stretching. There are still many challenges to overcome in the 

development of practical applications, such as the use of a lithium metal core and the low solubility of 

the quinone derivatives. However, the development of flowable anolytes and modification of organic 

scaffolds with redox-active sites can provide possible solutions for the next-generation flexible tube-

type systems206, 207. Therefore, we believe that our results will be a starting point for further studies of 

the design of new flexible energy storage devices. 
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Chapter 7 – Challenge facing flow batteries 

Recent R&D progress of flow batteries have mainly focused on two major parts: 1) the improvement 

of system performance such as energy and power density by finding novel materials and chemistry 

including redox couples, electrodes, electrocatalysts, and membranes with maintaining the 

conventional RFB configurations, and 2) the integration of RFBs with other energy storage and 

conversion systems to achieve the synergistic effect. When realizing the limitations of conventional 

metal-ion based aqueous RFBs, there have been significant efforts to improve the solubility and 

operating voltage by introducing a variety of metal coordination complexes, semi-solid materials, and 

organic and inorganic redox couples with aqueous or non-aqueous electrolytes. Returning to 

considering scale-up, which was an initial reason for developing RFBs, it is still difficult to find 

appropriate materials and systems. 

Electrolyte 

The operating voltage of aqueous flow batteries is highly restrained by the water splitting region. 

Thus, appropriate redox-active materials should be carefully selected using Pourbaix diagrams, 

considering chemical stability as well as pH dependence. Of note is that most RFBs are operated in 

highly concentrated-acidic conditions because most of metal ions are precipitated at high pH values, 

forming insoluble hydroxides.208 Aqueous RFBs can provide rapid response time and good flowability 

of the catholytes and anolytes with minimum pump loss, thus facilitating the storage of generated 

energy. Substantial progress has been made in this field by using organic redox couples with fast 

reaction kinetics, and extremely high peak power densities of 600 to 700 mW cm−2 have been achieved. 

These high power density is helpful to reduce the size of stack. However, their volumetric energy 

densities (7 to 16 Wh l−1) are still lower than conventional metal-ion based aqueous RFBs,209 thus 

inevitably increasing the external tank size. In other words, there is a tradeoff between high energy and 

high power that must be considered when designing redox couples and supporting electrolytes. In 

addition, one major advantage, contributing to the long service life of the metal-ion based aqueous 

RFBs, is their ability to recover from capacity loss through well-designed rebalance processes. At this 

stage, one critical challenge of the aqueous RFBs using organic redox couples is their cycle life. The 

flexibility and tunability of the organic redox molecules also bring concerns on the stability and 

longevity of their structure. For this reason, detailed capacity decay mechanisms and recovering 

methods need to be carefully studied and developed. 

Electrode and catalyst 

The research progress in the nanostructured metal and carbon materials as an electrocatalyst for the 

improvement of vanadium redox reactions was summarized in Table 6. It can be noted that most metal- 

and carbon-based catalysts showed catalytic effect towards vanadium redox reactions in both negative- 
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and positive-half cells. The metal-based nanomaterials provided high electrical conductivity and 

reactivity. They ensured the low polarization and improved reversibility in vanadium redox reactions. 

In particular, to suppress the hydrogen evolution on the precious metal catalysts, a variety of metal 

oxides were employed to lower the overpotential in negative-half cell. However, the stability of these 

metal-based catalysts can be decreased gradually in highly concentrated acidic condition of vanadium 

electrolyte. Therefore, metal alloys with good corrosion resistance can be recommended as a possible 

candidate. It is also expected that novel nano-sized metallic alloys can be used to create additional 

catalytic activity owing to its high surface area and high electrical conductivity.  

On the other hand, the carbon-based nanomaterials at different dimensions showed their own distinct 

merits. They were tailored by very flexible way to provide high surface area and abundant surface 

functional groups such as oxygen and nitrogen species. It was widely reported that these surface 

moieties could act as direct redox active sites, facilitating adsorption and desorption of vanadium ions. 

Moreover, a variety of nanostructured carbon materials had excellent electrical conductivity which was 

comparable to metallic catalyst. These two features of carbon-based catalyst significantly improved the 

vanadium redox reactions, resulting in high electron transfer rate and mass transport kinetics.  

Regarding heteroatom doping, various dopants such as P, B, and S etc. have been reported and 

demonstrated excellent electrochemical performance in other energy-related fields.148, 150, 210-218 

Importantly, dual- or even triple-doped carbon nanomaterials such as B, N-doped graphene, P, S, N-

doped carbon have been widely studied in oxygen reduction catalysts and supercapacitor electrodes. 

By doing this, the electron state of carbon materials can be easily controlled, including electron donor 

properties and consequently catalytic activity.217 Accordingly, these approaches are recommended in  

 

order to allow enhanced adsorption and desorption property of vanadium redox couples on doped-

carbon surface.  

It is important to note that there have been increasing numbers of studies of the vanadium redox 

reaction mechanism at the surface of electro-catalysts.43 For carbon-based electrodes, it has been 

suggested that the oxygen functional groups of C=O and COOH are the main active sites at the initial 

stage of the development of the VRFBs.45 There have been intensive efforts to increase the number of 

redox-active sites or the reaction kinetics of vanadium redox pairs. However, there has been continuing 

controversy regarding the main active sites or the rate-determining step for vanadium redox reactions.42 

In this regard, fundamental studies need to be pursued not only to improve electrochemical performance, 

but also to identify the exact reaction mechanism. More practically, recent studies have shown that 

there are big differences among commercial carbon felt electrodes.219 Particularly, one carbon felt (XF-

30A, Toyobo Company) has excellent electrochemical performance compared with other substrates 

according to the processing procedure, precursor types, and morphology. Therefore, for a fair 

comparison of electrochemical performance, it should be carefully conducted using reported works that 
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consider the origin of carbon felt materials or the ratios of improvement. 

Table 6. Summary of electrochemical properties of the various electrocatalysts for VRFBs. 
Catalyst (year) Half-cell Full-cell 

Working 

electrode 

Scan 

rate  

[mV s–1] 

+ / - ΔE[a] 

[mV] 

Type Membrane Cycle  

[n] 

Current 

density  

[mA cm–2] 

Energy 

efficiency  

[%] 

Bi  

nanoparticle (2014)134 

Graphite 

felt 

2 - / 100  - - - - - 

Bi  

nanoparticle (2013)54 

Glassy 

carbon 

50 230 / 

220  

Flow Nafion 212 50 50 (150) 90 (75) 

Bi (2011)95 Graphite 

felt 

1 50 / 400  - - - - - 

Pt/C (2013)92 Glassy 

carbon 

100 130 / - Flow Nafion 117 1 10 72.3 

TiO2/C (2014)220 Glassy 

carbon 

2 - 6 - Flow Nafion 117 3 200 65.4 

WO3/SAC (2012)221 Carbon 

paper 

10 106 /100  Flow Nafion 115 50 50 80.5 

PbO2 (2014)222 Graphite 

felt 

2 680 / - Flow Nafion 

1135 

30 40 (80) 89.1 (78.1) 

WO3 (2014)223 Graphite 

felt 

2 900 / - Flow Nafion 

1135 

20 70 87.8 

Nb2O5 (2014)55 Glassy 

carbon 

50 322 / 

437  

Flow Nafion 115 50 50 (150) 87 (76) 

Mn3O4 (2012)53 Carbon felt 10 560 / 

600  

Flow - 20 40 75 

Ir (2007)96 Carbon felt 2 250 / - Flow Nafion 117 50 60 58.5 

Ir/rGO (2012)93 Catalyst 

composite 

10 127 / - - - - - - 

RuSe/rGO (2014)224 Glassy 

carbon 

20 220 / - Flow Nafion 117 1 20 85.5 

CuPt3/graphene 

(2012)112 

Pt plate - 100 / - - - - - - 
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Catalyst (year) Half-cell Full-cell 

 Working 

electrode 

Scan 

rate  

[mV s–1] 

+ / - ΔE[a] 

[mV] 

Type Membrane Cycle  

[n] 

Current 

density  

[mA cm–2] 

Energy 

efficiency  

[%] 

Activated  

carbon (2015)225 

Carbon 

paper 

5 280 / - Stati Nafion 117 100 10 85 

CNT/CNF composite 

(2013)29 

Carbon felt 5 136 / 

615  

Flow Nafion 117 30 40 (100) 87.8 (67.4) 

Acid-treated MWCNT 

(2013)98 

Glassy 

carbon 

10 246 / 

150  

Static Nafion 212 1 20 (80) 86.5 (66.7) 

Carboxylic  
MWCNT (2012)104 

Carbon felt  252 / 
272  

Flow Nafion 212 50 50 82.0 

MWCNT (2011)102 Glassy 
carbon 

10 111.8 / - Static Nafion 212 1 20 (70) 88.9 (75.0) 

SWCNT (2012)100 Glassy 
carbon 

100 90 / 50  Static Nafion 212 30 20 81 

GO/MWCNT (2011)115 Glassy 
carbon 

5 150 / - - - - - - 

Graphene  
nanoplatelet (2015)156 

Carbon felt 5 144 / 
490  

Flow Nafion 117 50 50 (150) 85.9 (67.8) 

rGO (2013)91 Glassy 
carbon 

30 80 / 60  Static Nafion 212 50 20 82 

rGO (2013)226 Catalyst 
composite 

1 340 / - - - - - - 

Carbon nanowall 
(2012)101 

Gold disk  1 160 / - - - - - - 

Graphite/GO (2011)227 Catalyst 
composite 

5 120 / 
130  

- - - - - 

GO nanoplatelet 
(2011)103 

Glassy 
carbon 

10 250 / 
230  

- - - - - 

N-doped carbon black 
(2014)147 

Carbon felt 5 147 / 
495  

Flow Nafion 117 100 50 (150) 86.7 (68.5) 

N-doped  
graphene (2013)31 

Glassy 
carbon 

50 100 / - - - - - - 

N-doped  
graphene (2014)228 

Glassy 
carbon 

50 130 / - - - - - - 

N-doped CNT 
(2012)135 

- 50 - Flow Nafion 117 50 20 77.0 

N-doped MPC 
(2010)117 

Glassy 
carbon 

50 100 / - - - - - - 

[a] Redox peak potential separation in  positive / negative half-cells. 
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Membrane 

Currently, a variety of membrane fabrication methods are being introduced in the RFB field to replace 

the conventional perfluorinated IEM with low-cost porous separators. In general, as the IEM thickness 

increases, the crossover issue can be significantly alleviated; however, an increase of membrane 

resistance and a decrease in ionic conductivity inevitably occur simultaneously. In contrast, porous 

membranes have the substantial advantages of low cost and high power density owing to the lower 

internal resistance offered by their thinness. Of note, thinner membranes can lead to crossover issues 

again. In addition, the cycle life of the RFBs is highly related to the chemical stability of membranes, 

and only a few candidates can be used in VRFBs because of highly oxidizing VO2
+ ions and 

concentrated acidic condition. Therefore, membranes for aqueous RFBs operating in concentrated acid 

or base conditions should be carefully selected by considering the chemical stability, mechanical 

strength, permselectivity, and capital cost. 

Li-organic flow battery 

Li-based flow batteries have demonstrated potentials to be high-energy, high-voltage RFBs that are 

technologically simple. Notably, semi-solid or redox targeting methods employ conventional cathode 

and anode materials, thus benefiting from the high-energy densities that can be achieved. However, 

their technical feasibility for use in long-term and large-scale energy-storage devices should be 

evaluated (e.g., circulation of high-viscosity slurry and long-term stability in an external storage tank). 

With respect to redox targeting methods that only circulate redox mediators, several flow batteries using 

this concept have demonstrated unprecedentedly high volumetric energy densities (~500 to 670 Wh 

l−1),229, 230 which were calculated from the density of active materials. This calculation is comparable in 

other solid-state energy-storage fields. Currently reported novel RFBs often neglect the total volume of 

catholyte and anolyte used and focus only on the redox-active materials themselves. The volume of salt 

or supporting electrolyte is not a parasitic parameter, which is imperatively necessary for operating all 

RFBs. At this stage, the volumetric energy density should be carefully defined for objective and 

practical comparisons among many RFBs. When describing cathode and anode materials in flow 

batteries, the terminology of catholyte and anolyte is usually used, because they are dissolved or exist 

in an electrolyte that can be circulated. Accordingly, the volumetric energy density of conventional 

RFBs was practically obtained by dividing the total energy by the sum of catholyte and anolyte volumes. 

This approach, which considers the amount of energy contributed from specific catholyte and anolyte 

volumes, allow a fair comparison to be made between traditional and next-generation RFBs. 

Key findings of the state-of-the-art of RFB technologies and their limitations are summarized in 

Figure 70. Finding a suitable candidate for a next-generation, large-scale EES system has triggered an 

explosion of interest in RFBs. The level of interest strongly resembles what was known as the 

“Renaissance of the Fuel Cell.” In this time of burgeoning new technologies, we should carefully 

evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of each system with a balanced view. In practice, the volumetric 
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density based on the total volumes of catholyte and anolyte and the peak power density, which are 

directly connected to the system capital cost, should be considered in R&D efforts. Finally, based on 

our review, we believe that flow battery technologies with their significant system flexibility have great 

potential for large-scale EES systems as an indispensable component in our future power grid. 

 

 

 
Figure 70. Diagram of requirements for the development of flow batteries. The main components of 

RFBs were categorized as follow: catholyte/anolyte, electrode, and membrane, which contain sub-items 

related to their characteristics and performance.  

 
This part was reproduced from Park M., Ryu J., Wang W., Cho J. Material design and engineering of 

next-generation flow-battery technologies. Nature Reviews Materials, 2, 16080 (2016) and Park M., 

Ryu J., Cho J. Nanostructured Electrocatalysts for All-Vanadium Redox Flow Batteries. Chem. Asian 

J., 10, 2096-2110 (2015)    
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